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Abstract 

In last few years we have observed a significant increase in the usage of computing 

devices and their capabilities to communicate with each other. With the increase in 

usage and communicating capabilities the higher level of network security is also 

required. Today the main devices used for the network security are the firewalls and 

IDS/IPS that provide perimeter defense. Both devices provide many overlapping 

security features but they have different aims, different protection potential and need to 

be used together. A firewall is an active device that implements ACLs and restricts 

unauthorized access to protected resources. An IDS only provides information for 

further necessary actions, not necessarily perimeter related, but some of these needed 

actions can be automated, such as automatic blocking in the firewall of attacking sites, 

which creates an IPS. This thesis report analyzed some common firewall and IDS 

products, and described their security features, functionalities, and limitations in 

detail. It also contains the comparison of the security features of the both devices. The 

firewall and IDS perform different functions for the network security, so they should be 

used in layered defense architecture. The passwords, firewalls, IDSs/IPSs and physical 

security all together provide a layered defense and complement each other. The firewall 

and IDS alone cannot offer sufficient network protection against the network attacks, 

and they should be used together to enhance the defense-in-depth or layered approach. 
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1. Introduction   
A Computer Network is a collection of computers and other devices that facilitates 

communication and allows sharing of resources and information. We can extend computer 

network to the Internet via the Intranet. Networking increases the exposure, which makes 

network and devices more accessible to the attackers. There are lots of reasons for people to 

attack information systems of an organization. The classic attack is the break-in that can be used 

for, to access or manipulate the information or to use the resources of the system. Another 

common type of attack is the DoS (Denial of service) attack, which can be used for extortion or 

to discredit. The main objective for these attacks is money directly or indirectly. Network 

security is traditionally all about reducing exposures and increasing risk to the attacker. Network 

security goes hand-in-hand with the system security, even if your network security is strong, you 

must need to make sure that accounting, auditing, monitoring and access control also working on 

the system too. 

Designing for the secure network has some prerequisites, first we need risk and security 

awareness and second we need an accepted security policy. What is the security policy? It 

describes the goals of the design. We also need to make sure that the network is not the only 

thing designed for security; all systems also must be secure. Designing a secure network requires 

network segmentation, perimeter defense and network containment. 

With the network segmentation we can build multi-layered security architecture by dividing the 

network into different parts. These different parts of the network can be separated by the barriers 

between them, by dividing the network we limit the domain that an individual system can access. 

The perimeter defense is the barriers between the network segments. These barriers protect the 

network from the external attacks. The perimeter defense consists of the Firewalls and the 

Intrusion Detection systems (IDS/IPS). For the secure design we need to segment the network 

and make separation between the network segments. This separation can be achieved by the 

following techniques and tools: Air gaps, Firewalls and Intrusion Detection Systems.  

The ideal separator is the air gap. In reality, air gaps often do not work because we need to 

transfer data between air gapped networks. If we can transfer the data between air gapped 

networks then it is possible for one to attack the network. The air gaps can be missing from 

reality even if they exist in the secure network design. 
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For achieving strong network security we need many tools and techniques to work together. We 

will mainly focus on the devices that provide perimeter defense between the network segments. 

Today both the firewalls and IDSs are widely used for the network security and they provide 

similar security features. It is very difficult to distinguish between their security features, we will 

perform the comparison of the security features provided by the Firewall and Intrusion Detection 

System after analyzing some common products. Both the Firewall and Intrusion Detection 

System are the perfect separators that provide the perimeter defense but they have different aims 

and different protection potentials.  

1.1 Research Questions  

Today both Firewall and IDS technologies have many overlapping functionalities but still there 

are some significant differences. In this report we will clarify the following research questions: 

 What kinds of countermeasures or operations are expected from Firewall and IDS? 

 We will analyze the available products and their properties, and we will determine do 

they provide expected functionality or not?  

 Regarding network security if we use both Firewalls and IDS together, do they 

provide complete protection or not?  

 If they do not provide complete protection what should be added or is there any other 

solution for the complete network security? 

1.2 Purpose/Objectives 

There are different claims that the firewalls and the Intrusion Detection Systems provide 

complete network security. By doing analysis of available technology we will determine whether 

they provide complete network security or not. We will also compare the security features 

provided by both firewall and IDS. We expect that this thesis report will be beneficial for the 

network administrators, security personnel and students. 

1.3 Methodology 

The selection of Methodology is necessary during the research because it keeps the research on 

track as well as structured, measured and organized. According to Cambridge dictionary 

methodology means “a system of ways of doing, teaching or studying something”. The three 

most used approaches qualitative, quantitative and mixed. This research is connected to 
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qualitative approach in the form of detailed and widespread literature study. The literature study 

includes existing articles, books and web resources. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The first chapter provides the overview of the thesis. It also explains the methodology, research 

questions, scope and purpose/objective of the thesis. 

The second chapter provides the brief description of the Firewall including its types and 

technical details. 

The third chapter provides the brief description of the IDS including its types and technical 

details. 

The fourth chapter is the analysis of widely used firewall products in industry and their security 

properties and functionalities. 

The fifth chapter is the analysis of widely used intrusion detection system products in industry 

and their properties and functionalities. 

The sixth chapter is the comparison between firewall and IDS, which is performed after analysis 

of commonly used products in industry. 

The seventh chapter provides the conclusion and summary of the thesis work.  
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2. Brief Description of Firewall 
A Firewall is the first line of defense against the external threats to internal network. The term 

Firewall did not originally belong to the network security, but it was borrowed from another field 

known as Firefighting. A real firewall is a barrier that prevents the fire from spreading from one 

room or building to another. To keep intruders away from your computer network you have to 

install and configure an internet Firewall to separate the untrusted outside world from the trusted 

inside computer network. Firewall provides the perimeter defense; perimeter defense is the 

placement of the (physical) barriers between the computer network segments.  

A Firewall is a device that resides on the computer network and monitors the traffic that travels 

between different network segments (network-based firewalls) beside this firewall can be 

implemented on systems themselves (Host-based firewalls). Both types have the same objective: 

to provide a technique for enforcing an access control policy.  

A Firewall enables a user to define an access control policy or requirement, after that firewall 

enforces that defined policy and ensures that only traffic that meets that policy or requirement 

can pass through the firewall. It restricts traffic that flows from inside towards outside and It also 

restricts traffic that flows from outside towards inside based on set of rules [2]. 

2.1 Basic functions of a Firewall 

Today all the firewalls have some common properties and functionalities. Fundamentally, an 

internet firewall must perform the following tasks:  

 Manage and control network traffic 

 Authenticate access 

 Act as an intermediary  

 Protect the resources 

 Logging and reporting 

2.1.1 Manage and control network traffic 

The first and most basic functionality of all the firewalls is to manage and control the network 

traffic that is allowed to access the protected network or host. The firewalls typically perform 
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this task by the inspection of packets and monitoring the connections those are made. What is 

meant by the packet inspection and monitoring of connections? 

The packet inspection is the process of intercepting and processing the data packet to determine 

whether it should be allowed or blocked in accordance with the defined rules in the access 

policy. We will present packet inspection in more detail later in this chapter. 

If the two TCP/IP hosts want to communicate with one another then they must have to establish 

a connection with each other. This established connection has some identification, firewall uses 

this connection information to determine what connections between the hosts are allowed by the 

access control policy and decide whether data should be allowed or blocked [2]. 

2.1.2 Authenticate Access 

Today people have mixed packet inspection with the authentication and think that both terms are 

same. No doubt packet inspection allows us to restrict which source host is allowed to 

communicate with our protected resources, but this does not ensure that the source host should 

be allowed to communicate with our protected resources. If it is like above one can spoof an IP 

address, making one host appear to be an entirely different host and thus defeating packet 

inspection which is based on source address and port. To eliminate this risk firewall must have a 

method of authenticating access. Today firewalls can perform authentication by different 

techniques. 

First, users have to provide username and password to the firewall if they want to initiate a new 

connection. This method also known as extended authentication or xauth [1]. 

Next method of connection authentication is through the use of certificates and private, public 

keys. This method is better than the first one, because in this method authentication happened 

automatically. In this method firewall does not prompt for the username and password; instead of 

using prompt, firewall authenticates the user on basis of pre configured certificates and private, 

public keys. Major benefit of this approach is that it works much better in large implementations.  

By having authentication the firewall has an additional method of ensuring that the connection 

should be allowed or blocked. If packet inspection and state of the connection permitted the 

packet, even after that host still need to be authenticated if it does not authenticated then the 

packet will be dropped.  

We have some special protocols for authentication such as Basic authentication makes use of 

simple HTTP protocol; others are Kerberos [2]. 
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2.1.3 Firewall act as an intermediary 

The firewall always acts as an intermediary in communication between two hosts. This process is 

commonly known as acting as a proxy. A proxy does work by effectively mimicking the 

protected host. All the communications with the protected host happened through the proxy, 

remote host communicate with the proxy but it does not know that. Remote host thinks that I am 

directly communicating with the protected host. The proxy receives the packets destined for the 

protected host then it strips out the relevant data and forwards to the protected host after building 

a brand new packet. Protected host responds to the proxy that simply reverses the above 

mentioned process and proxy forwards protected host’s response to the originating host [2]. 

When firewall act as an intermediary or proxy it insulates the protected host from external hosts, 

proxy ensures that the external host cannot communicate directly with the protected host. We 

will discuss about the application proxy later in this chapter. 

2.1.4 Protection of Resources 

The main and important duty of the firewall is to protect resources from the external threats. 

Firewall performs this duty through the use of access control rules, stateful packet inspection, 

application proxies, or a combination of all to prevent the protected host being accessed by the 

attackers or malicious traffic [1]. 

2.1.5 Logging and reporting 

The simple and acceptable reality is that by installing and configuring a firewall you cannot stop 

every malicious act or malicious traffic. Firewall’s protection is directly based on how good it is 

configured. A simple misconfiguration of the firewall leads to new threats. In this scenario you 

have to be ready to deal with a security event that the firewall is not able to prevent. 

Approximately all firewall products provide a recording feature known as “logging”. The 

firewall records the traffic that policy rules permits but it is configured to log specific traffic (not 

all) for further analysis. For this you have to enable logging option only on policies that apply to 

that specific traffic [1]. 

 

2.2 Classification of Firewalls 

The basic function of a firewall is to protect the internal computers from outside world. The 

firewall comes in different sizes and flavors like dedicated system or appliance that sits in the 
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network and separates internal network from the external network. Before going into detail about 

the firewall types we want to discuss the general classification of firewalls. 

The firewalls are classified in two general types; the main difference between these two types is 

the number of hosts that they can protect. These firewalls are available as software, appliance 

and integrated firewalls [1]. 

 Desktop or personal firewalls 

 Network firewalls 

2.2.1 Desktop or Personal Firewall 

The personal firewall is designed to protect a single computer from unauthorized access and 

external attack; it can be viewed as hardened shell around the host system. It only protects the 

host where it is installed. Now a day’s personal firewall has integrated additional capabilities 

such as antivirus software monitoring, behavior analysis and intrusion detection to increase the 

protection of the device. It is commonly used in the SOHO and home user market because it 

provides the end user protection and control of the access control policy. Some popular personal 

firewalls are Cisco security agent, Symantec personal firewall and Microsoft’s Internet 

Connection Firewall [1].  

2.2.2 Network Firewall 

The network firewall is designed to protect the whole network from unauthorized access and 

external attack. It provides maximum protection and flexibility to the enterprise users. Like 

personal firewall it also has integrated additional features like Intrusion detection and prevention 

and virtual private network termination capabilities. Another strong feature introduced in 

network firewall is deep packet inspection, with this feature it can inspect network traffic at the 

application layer and can decide how to best handle the traffic flow. This feature introduces a 

new firewall named as integrated firewall, which will be covered later in this chapter [1]. 

2.2.3 Software Firewall 

The software firewall runs on the top of commercial operating systems available in market like 

Windows and Sun Solaris. One can configure a software firewall to be multipurpose in nature. 

For example, it can also serve as a Domain Name System (DNS) server or it can be the spam 

filter etc. It’s configuration as a multipurpose system is much easier than the dedicated appliance 
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firewall. The popular software firewalls are Sun’s SunScreen firewall, IPF, Microsoft ISA server, 

Linux’s IPTables and FreeBSD. They are not good as appliance-based firewalls in performance 

but they are cheaper and useful for the home users. They only protect the host on which they are 

installed, not the network, so each computer will need to have a software firewall installed on it 

[1]. 

2.2.4 Appliance Firewall 

The appliance firewall is a purposefully designed device that has a custom built hardware and 

operating system. This custom built hardware and operating system has integrated the filter, 

inspection software and hardware, which provide firewall services to a network. Appliance 

firewalls offer better performance as compared to software firewalls because they have 

customized operating systems, specialized processors and application specific integrated circuits 

(ASICs) for data processing. By using ASICs these firewalls have eliminated the need of moving 

parts such as hard disk that is required in software firewalls. In appliance-based firewalls it is 

difficult to provide additional features such as spam filters, which is trivial task In case of 

software firewalls [1]. 

2.2.5 Integrated Firewall 

The integrated firewall is the multipurpose device that offers many network services to the 

network users. It has combined the traditional firewall features with other additional features 

such as remote-access VPN, LAN to LAN VPN, Intrusion detection and Prevention, spam 

filtering and antivirus filtering. This device made by combining many devices into one device 

and known as “all in one” for complete network security. First Benefit of this firewall is that it 

makes simpler the network design by reducing the number of network devices and requiring less 

administration efforts, which reduces the administrative burden from network staff. Another 

benefit is less cost as compared to multiple devices from multiple vendors. But this firewall is a 

single point of failure, if this firewall on the network fails than it left the network totally 

unprotected and provide multiple exposures. Troubleshooting of this firewall is also much more 

complex due to integrated devices [1]. 
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2.3 Types of Firewall 

There are several firewall types and they are classified in different types according to where the 

communication is happening, intercepted and what is the state of the connection. We have 

following types of the firewall architectures: 

 Packet Filtering Firewall (Static or Dynamic) 

 Circuit Level Gateway 

 Application Gateway 

 Stateful Inspection Firewall 

2.3.1 Packet Filtering Firewall 

It protects the internal network from outside world by using packet filtering. The packet filtering 

firewall inspects the network layer (IP) header of the incoming packet and it decides to allow or 

block the packet according to the IP addresses and Port number used in the TCP or UDP headers. 

When a firewall passes an outgoing packet it should remember that an incoming response is due, 

and only allow those expected incoming packets. This remembered information is called state. 

According to this we have two types of packet filters: 

 Stateless packet filter (Static) 

 Stateful packet filter (Dynamic) 

Stateless Packet Filter 

The packet filtering firewall belongs to the first generation of the firewall architectures. It 

operates at the network layer of the OSI model. The stateless packet filter does not remember the 

state of the expected return packet. The packet filters are the rules that inspect the information in 

the packet header of every network packet arriving at the firewall. We can create the packet 

filters that can make decision to allow or block the network packets by inspecting the following 

IP header fields. 

 Source IP Address 

 Destination IP Address 

 IP Protocol ID 

 TCP or UDP Port Numbers 
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 ICMP Message Type 

 Fragmentation Flags  

Before allowing an incoming network packet the firewall compares the IP header and TCP or 

UDP header against a user defined rule table “rule base” that contains the set of rules and enables 

the firewall to block/allow the packet. This rule table is scanned in sequential order until the 

packet filter finds a rule that matches the criteria specified in packet filtering rule. If it does not 

find any rule that matches the packet, then it imposes the default rule. The default rule can be 

Accept-all or Deny-all, which is explicitly defined in the firewall rule table [8]. 

Beside above mentioned IP header fields, a packet filter can also differentiate between incoming 

and outgoing network packets. For this packet filter uses the network interface on which packet 

arrives. This ability makes it possible to prevent some types of IP Spoofing.  Popular packet 

filters are Cisco IOS access lists and Linux’s ipfwdm [1][2].  

Stateful Packet Filter 

The stateful packet filter operates at the network layer of the OSI model; it gathers additional 

state information from the transport layer. It shares all properties with the stateless packet filter 

except one that is “State awareness”. It inspects the same header fields like stateless packet filters 

[8]. 

Simply, the stateful packet filter can differentiate between a new connection and an existing 

connection. It keeps a connection table in which it stores information about the state of the 

connection. When a new network packet arrives at the firewall, then it checks, does it belong to 

an existing connection or not. If it belongs to an existing connection packet is allowed to pass 

without any further inspection. This feature increases the performance of a firewall [7]. 

2.3.2 Circuit Level Gateway 

The circuit level gateway works at the session layer of OSI model. It monitors the TCP 

handshaking and determines whether the session request is legitimate or not. All internal 

computers establish a circuit with the circuit level gateway, and gateway performs all 

communication with external computers. External computers know only the IP address of 

gateway, they do not know the IP address of internal computers. Normally, the circuit level 

gateway saves the following information for session inspection: 
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 Unique session identifier  

 State of the connection 

 Sequence number 

 Source and destination IP addresses 

 Physical network interface where packets arrive and depart 

It inspects, does the sender has the permission to send packets and the receiver has the 

permission to receive packets by using above information. If the connection is acceptable, all the 

network packets allowed and they can pass the gateway without any further security inspection. 

It is much faster than the application level gateway because it does not perform application data 

filtering; it avoids individual packet filtering and does not need a separate proxy for each 

application. It provides higher security than the packet filtering firewalls [5].  

2.3.3 Application Gateway 

The application gateway is also known as application proxy and it considered as an extended 

version of packet filters. It works at the application layer of the OSI model and capable of 

inspecting the entire application payload of network packet. An application level gateway 

intercepts both incoming and outgoing packets. It prevents any direct connection between 

internal hosts and untrusted external hosts. The proxy of application level gateway differs from 

proxy of circuit level gateway. The application proxies are application specific and they can 

examine the entire packet at the application layer of OSI model. An application level gateway 

accepts only packet from those services for they are designed to copy, filter and forward [2]. 

The application proxy maintains two separate connections for the communication over internet. 

Internal computer are connected with the application proxy using one connection and internet 

server and application proxy are connected using second connection. By having two connection 

internal computers and the server on the internet do not have a real connection. When an internal 

host wants to connect to a service on external network, the request is directed to the proxy server 

on the firewall. The firewall pretends as a real server on the internet and checks the request 

according to the set of rules and decides whether permit the request or deny. If the request is 

legitimate then proxy regenerates the request and forward to the internet server, same method 

applies for the response from internet server. Its main advantages are:   
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 It provides higher level of security as compared to previous types 

 Set rules based on high level protocols 

 Maintains state information and can inspect traffic that uses multiple connections 

The application gateway understands the application protocols so it can save much more detailed 

log. The major disadvantages of application gateway are; it should have a specific application 

proxy for every network application, due to complex filtering and access control decisions it 

requires a lot of computing resources that also causes performance delays [2].  

2.3.4 Stateful Inspection Firewall 

The stateful inspection firewall provides the higher security among all types of firewalls. It has 

the capability to examine the application, transport and network layers of the OSI model. It 

works as a dynamic packet filter at layer 3, circuit level gateway at layer 4, application level 

gateway at layer 5. It can inspect the contents of each packet from layer 3 to 7 of OSI model 

(layer 3 to 5 of TCP/IP stack) and ensures that these packet contents match the rules mentioned 

in the security policy. 

The advantage of stateful inspection firewall is that, it can dynamically open and close ports for 

each session unlike packet filtering that leaves ports constant open or closed after using. The 

associated disadvantages are, these firewalls influence network performance, they are costly 

because they need additional hardware/software and their configuration and implementation is 

also complex [8].  

 

Fig 2.1: Packets Filters [9] 
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Fig 2.2: Circuit Level Gateway [9] 

     

Fig 2.3: Stateful Inspection [9] 

    

Fig 2.4: Application level Gateway [9] 
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2.4 Network Address Translation     

Originally NAT was not designed for network security; NAT was designed to save IP addresses 

that used on the internet. By using NAT, all computers on the internal network can use private IP 

addresses and they need only one public IP address for connection to the internet. These private 

addresses cannot be used on the internet and many companies can use same private IP addresses 

and they only need a single public IP address for the connection with internet. The computers on 

the internal network and destined computers cannot notice the NAT involvement. NAT 

computers can also use more than one public IP addresses and can communicate concurrently 

with the destined computers on the internet. Besides saving the public IP addresses NAT has 

some unexpected security features as well. Now a day’s almost every firewall has the NAT 

functionality [2]. 

2.4.1 Security Feature of NAT 

The NAT is a function that performs the mapping between original IP addresses and private IP 

addresses. Its main advantage from security point of view is that it hides the true IP address used 

by the internal network computer from the external network (Internet). Due to this functionality 

NAT is an important part of almost all firewalls, NAT capable firewalls show only the outside 

public IP address to the external network. The external network cannot be able to learn the 

internal network’s Private IP addresses due to NAT functionality of the firewall. While 

considering firewalls, NAT is the network securities feature instead a method of saving IP 

addresses. NAT does nothing to protect the computer on internal network, it just hides its IP 

address nothing else. So, a firewall must have NAT combined with stateful packet filtering [2]. 
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Fig 2.5 Network Address Translation (NAT) [2] 

2.4.2 IPSec and NAT 

The IPSec (IP Security) protocol was not introduced for the specific applications but instead it 

was introduced in TCP/IP stack. It is used to protect the IP packets; it supports mainly two 

methods for IP packet protection, the Authentication Header (AH) and the Encapsulating 

Security Payload (ESP).  

The Authentication Header method does not encrypt the data in an IP packet; it protects the 

source and destination IP addresses in the IP header of the packet. The AH method encrypts only 

the header of IP packet. So, a firewall that performs NAT cannot handle IPSec AH traffic. 

The Encapsulating Security Payload method encrypts almost entire data of IP packet. The ESP 

does not protect the IP header but instead it protects the transport layer header such as TCP or 

UDP portion that has the port information. So, a firewall that performs NAT cannot handle IPSec 

ESP traffic.  

The IPSec protocol encrypts the IP packets that have severe affect on firewall functions. A 

firewall cannot inspect the encrypted data; due to this it cannot perform NAT. With the 

introduction of new technologies now it is possible to handle IPSec traffic by a firewall. IPSec 

has added an extension known as NAT Detection and NAT Traversal, with this extension 

firewall can perform the NAT [2]. 

 

2.5 Virtual Private Network (VPN) and Firewall 

A VPN is an agreement between two networks or computers; they are separated by the public 

network (internet). It is a method that creates secure connection between two private networks 

through public network. It provides authenticated access to the users for accessing the private 

network. It uses encryption to provide data confidentiality. 

We can have a VPN connection between two firewalls at different branch offices of an 

organization. All the network traffic from first office’s firewall is encrypted and sent securely to 

second office’s firewall over the unsecure public network. Both private networks feel that they 

have separate link between them but in reality there is no true private link instead they used an 

encrypted connection. All the packets that travel over the VPN connection are encapsulated 

(addition of a header in front of IP packet). Both firewalls serve as the starting and ending points 

of the VPN connection. At the starting point firewall checks the destination IP address of a 
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network packet and determines that this packet belongs to the VPN connection, than it applies 

the encryption on the packet and forward it. Firewall will also perform the normal packet 

inspection. 

An employee at the remote location with his laptop can also create a VPN connection to the 

company firewall. VPN connection will deliver data securely to and from office network through 

firewall; here we have only one firewall. Without firewalls we cannot make a VPN connection 

[2]. 

     

     

Fig 2.6 Virtual Private Network (VPN) [2] 
 

2.6 Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) 

A computer network DMZ is same like an actual DMZ that exists in war-torn countries. An 

actual DMZ represents an area near the borders of two warning countries that by mutual 

agreement cannot be entered by either side’s military. Similarly, a network DMZ placed between 

the public network (internet) and the organization’s private network. DMZ acts as a protective 

boundary to the private network. We place internet accessible resources in the DMZ and 

configure the firewall to block all access attempts to the private network from the public 

network. The DMZ is the most secure network segment of the private network because all traffic 

that enters and exits to/from it is inspected against set of firewall rules. These firewall rules 

determine whether the packet is allowed to enter or not. We have two common and affective 

configurations of a DMZ to protect internet accessible resources: 
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 Three-Pronged Firewalls 

 Multiple firewall DMZs 

A DMZ that is configured by using Three-Pronged firewall has only one firewall that uses three 

network cards. Each network interface card represents one of the prongs of the firewall and is 

connected to a different network zone; the private network zone, the public network zone and the 

DMZ. This configuration uses one firewall to protect both the private network and the DMZ; it 

saves the cost because we have to purchase only one firewall. But all firewalls do not offer three 

prongs; we have to be careful while purchasing firewall for this configuration. 

 

 

Fig 2.7 DMZ using single firewall [2] 
 

Some security personals do not recommend above single firewall configuration, because the 

firewall becomes single point of protection. If an attacker compromises the firewall then she can 

get access to the DMZ and the private network. Due to this problem we have another 

configuration of DMZ with multiple or two firewalls. 

In multiple firewall DMZ configurations we have two firewalls that separate the DMZ from both 

private and public networks. This configuration cost more but provides far better security then 

the single firewall DMZ. 
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Fig 2.8 DMZ using multiple firewalls [2] 
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3. Brief Description of IDS 
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a combination of tools or methods that collects and 

audits the information from any number of sources, after collection it analyzes the information 

and determines whether there is a problem or not. It identifies and reports unauthorized or 

malicious network activity. The goal of Intrusion Detection System is simply to detect intrusions 

that have occurred or that are in the process of occurring. In other words, it will do nothing to 

prevent intrusions, but might be helpful in attempting to understand them or mitigate their 

effects. An intrusion can be defined as: 

“An intrusion is an active sequence of related events that 

deliberately try to cause harm, such as leaving a system unusable, 

accessing and manipulating unauthorized information” [11]. 

Intrusion Detection system is one part of overall security system, it is not a stand-alone network 

security measure that can provide complete security. It works at the network layer of the OSI 

model. After capturing the network packets an IDS analyze them to find some specific patterns, 

if an IDS find such a pattern an alert is logged and reported. It is the proactive protection 

technology that can detect malicious activities and take certain actions for the Security at the 

network level. It was not designed to replace traditional security methods but instead to 

complement them. 

3.1 Basic Components of IDS (IDS Architecture) 

A good IDS is one in which each IDS’s component perform its duty efficiently and provide 

appropriate preventive responses that meet the business and operational needs of an organization. 

The IDSs encompass three basic components: 

 Sensors 

 Analyzers or Agents 

 Manager 
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3.1.1 Sensors 

The sensors are designed to perform very simple functionality, just to capture network traffic or 

certain data and pass them on. These are programs or network physical devices that can capture 

data from network interfaces, system logs and from other sources such as personal firewalls. We 

have two types of sensors: 

 Network-Based Sensors 

 Host-Based Sensors 

 

The Network-Based sensors are used more frequently as compared to the Host-Based sensors. 

The Network-Based sensors are the programs or network physical devices that can capture data 

from network packets. A single sensor can monitor and capture all traffic that is entering or 

leaving the network. The network sensors do not burden the network with extra traffic if two 

interfaces one for monitoring and other for management is used. The programs used by most of 

the IDSs as a sensor are tcpdump and libpcap. The Host-Based sensors can also capture data 

from network interfaces and then send to other IDS components. They are more likely to provide 

information about inside attacks. The sensors can be placed at the outside of a firewall, inside of 

a firewall and at both places. The sensors are most frequently attacked among the three basic 

components of an IDS [10]. 

3.1.2 Analyzers or Agents 

The sensors pass the collected information to the analyzers, analyzers then analyze the received 

information. An analyzer is a group of processes running independently; they analyze system 

behavior or network events or both to detect intrusions and violation of an organization’s 

security policy. They are normally specialized to perform one and only one function, e.g. one 

agent can only examine TCP traffic whereas second can examine only FTP connections and 

connection attempts. The Agents run independently, this means that if one agent crashes the 

other agent will continue to work properly. This also means that agents can be added and deleted 

to/from IDS as required. An agent has three components: 

 Communication interface 

 Listener 

 Sender 
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A communication interface facilitates communication with other components of IDS. A listener 

waits for the data and messages from sensors and other agents and receives it. A sender transmits 

data and messages to other agents and manager component. An agent can also do additional 

functions such as, perform correlation analyses on data received from several sensors, also can 

generate alarms and alerts. An agent is doing more than a simple data analysis is not 

recommended. The threat of subversion of agents is a main issues concerning agent’s security. 

Generally, agents are distributed throughout a network, so they provide at least some level of 

defense against attacks that are directed at them. To attack them an attacker needs to discover all 

agents individually [10]. 

3.1.3 Manager 

The Manager is designed to provide an executive or master control capability for an Intrusion 

Detection System, sometimes it is also known as Server. The sensors capture the network traffic 

and pass on to the agents that analyses the received data and try to find malicious network 

activities. Although sensor and agents can perform their functionality without master control 

component, having such component is really very advantageous that can help all components to 

work in a coordinated manner. The manager component should runs on extremely high-end 

hardware (with large memory and fast processor) and on a reliable OS platform. It should be 

continuously available; if it stops working then there will be no benefit of having an IDS. To 

ensure proper and continuous working of the manager component we have to take some extra 

measures such as deploying the RAID and redundant servers. The manager component can 

perform following functions: 

 Data Management 

 Alerting 

 Event Correlation 

 High level Analysis 

 Monitoring of other Components 

 Management Console  

Data Management  

An Intrusion Detection System have to deal with massive amount of data, one way to deal with 

such massive amount of data is to compress it, archive it and then periodically remove it. Having 
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sufficient disk space for data management is really a difficult thing, but it is the requirement of 

an IDS to work properly. It is also requires that to use RAID to prevent data loss in case of disk 

failure. The manager component of an IDS also organizes the already stored data, for this 

purpose it uses a relational database [10]. 

Alerting  

The Agents are normally designed to analyze the data; if they find any malicious network 

activity they transmit the data to manager component. Manager component is a central server 

that issues an alert whenever predefined criteria are met. The manager component is equipped 

with the addresses of administrators or operators and an alerting mechanism. Normally, alerts are 

sent via the email or Unix syslog facility [10]. 

Event Correlation 

The Event correlation is a process that takes the alerts produced by one or more agents as an 

input and provides a more brief and high-level view of occurring or attempted intrusions. Agents 

are distributed over the network and they all can report about malicious network activities after 

analysis. Event correlation matches all the data sent by agents and try to find is this really an 

intrusion or not. The aim of this is to generate intrusion reports that capture a high-level view of 

the activity on the network without losing security-relevant information. 

High level Analysis 

After receiving data from several agents manager component can perform high level analysis. 

This high level analysis is based on different events that the intrusion detection components 

detect. 

Monitoring other Components 

The Monitoring functionality of the manager component enables it to check the health of other 

components such as sensors and agents. Manager component performs this function efficiently 

because it is centralized. Manager component send packets to every sensor and agent to 

determine whether they are up and running properly. If it determines that any other component is 

not responding (not working) then it notifies the alerting facility to generate an alert. With the 

help of monitoring functionality the manager component can also track the utilization of network 
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and system resources, if any part of network or system is overwhelmed it notifies the alerting 

facility to generate an alert [10]. 

Management Console 

The manager component also provides an interface for the users through a management console. 

This functionality is very important and the value of an IDS varies with this function. The 

management console can display following information: 

 Alerts 

 Status of every Component 

 Data in individual Packets 

 Audit log Data 

Beside above mentioned information management console also enables an operator to control 

every part of an IDS, Operator can shut down or restart any IDS’s component if it is not working 

properly [10]. 

 

Fig 3.1: Architecture of an IDS 

 

3.2 Classification of Intrusion Detection Systems 

An Intrusion Detection System is classified on the basis of following characteristics:  

 Detection Method 

 Behavior on Detection 
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 Audit Source Location 

 Detection Time 

3.2.1 Detection Method 

Before going into detail of detection strategies I want to explain about the format of data that an 

IDS can analyze for detection of intrusions. After collecting data from sensors an IDS performs a 

function known as “Preprocessing”, it organizes data in some fashion for further classification. 

Preprocessing performs the formatting of the data and put in to database for classification. This 

classification depends on the detection strategy being used; if rule-based detection is being used 

then it will involve rules and pattern descriptors and if anomaly-based detection is being used 

then it will involve statistical profiles. 

An IDS has two detection methods: [14] 

 Rule-Based Detection (Misuse Detection or Signature-Based) 

 Anomaly Detection (Profile-Based Detection) 

Rule-Based Detection 

The Rule-Based Detection is also known as Signature-Based detection, Pattern matching and 

Misuse detection. Rule-Based Detection was the first detection scheme used in early Intrusion 

Detection Systems; it uses pattern matching to detect known attack patterns. Rule-Based 

Detection systems are equipped with a database of information known as “Knowledge base” that 

encompasses the number of signatures. Signatures are stored in a format that permits simple and 

straightforward comparison with an event data. The event data is compared against content of the 

knowledge base and if a match is found an alert is generated. We have two types of signatures, 

Content-based signatures that examine the header and payload of a packet and Context-based 

signatures that examine only the header of a packet for intrusions. This detection scheme 

provides some advantages such as, it is easy to develop, it gives accurate feedback on alarms, 

requires few computational resources and usually produce very few false positives (Legitimate 

network activities match the contents of knowledge base resulting an alert). Rule-based detection 

strategy has some disadvantages too such as, the population of the knowledge base is difficult 

and time consuming, every attack or its variation requires a new signature entry in knowledge 
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base resulting very large size of knowledge base and this strategy cannot detect previously 

unknown attacks [12][15].  

 

 

Fig 3.2: Knowledge-Base IDS 

 

Anomaly-Based Detection 

The Anomaly-Based detection is also known as Profile-Based detection. An anomaly is an 

activity that is different from the normal behavior or normal activities. The Anomaly-based 

detection creates a profile system (Model of the normal behavior of the system) and looks for the 

activities those are not belonging to the profile system (abnormal behavior or activities). 

Anything that does not belong to the profile system is known as an intrusion. It is typically used 

for its ability to collect statistical behavior or characteristic behavior. It collects the data in which 

normal behavior on the network is base lined over a period of time, after that the data is stored in 

a numeric form and then formatted. Then the information is classified into a statistical profile in 

the knowledge base and Event data after reducing to a profile vector is compared to the contents 

of the knowledge base. Any event data that fall outside of the profile system is labeled as an 

anomaly. The main advantage of this detection strategy is that it can detect previously unknown 

attacks, but its accuracy is very low and generates many false positives. The Anomaly detection 

has three further classifications: 

 Behavioral analysis 

 Traffic pattern analysis 
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 Protocol analysis 

The behavioral analysis looks for the anomalies in the behavior types that statically base lined, 

e.g. packet relationship and what is sent over the network (the server’s UDP traffic never 

exceeds 30 percent of capacity or user Bob does not send FTP traffic normally). 

The Traffic pattern analysis looks for some specific patterns in the network traffic. 

The Protocol analysis determines the misuse of network protocols comparing the event data with 

the protocol’s RFC-Based behavior [15]. 

 

 

Fig 3.3: Profile-Based IDS 

 

3.2.2 Behavior on Detection 

An Intrusion Detection System behaves in two ways on detection of an attack: 

 Passive 

 Active 

The traditional IDSs behave passively on detection of an attack; when an attack is detected an 

alert is reported instead of trying to stop that attack. Passive behavior requires a security 

administrator to manually inspect all alerts and take suitable actions. This response strategy 

reports an alert to the administrator but it has potential damage cost, because it does not try to 

stop the attack or does not take any counter measure. 
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Now a day’s an Intrusion Detection System can be set to behave on the events automatically; it 

does not just generate an alert it can also take some countermeasures to further stop the attack. 

E.g. it can modify file permissions, add a new firewall rule and it can drop network connection. 

This type of Intrusion detection system is also known as Intrusion Detection and Prevention 

System (IDPS) that prevents by blocking suspected attacks automatically without any 

intervention of an operator. Systems with these countermeasures are vulnerable to some attacks, 

such as an attacker can damage the system or can cause DoS [12]. 

3.2.3 Audit Source Location 

An Intrusion Detection System mainly characterized into two types and this characterization is 

based on the source of audit data. The source of audit data can be a single host and a complete 

network segment. We have following types of an Intrusion Detection System: 

 Host-Based IDSs 

 Network-Based IDSs 

 Hybrid IDSs 

Host-Based IDSs 

A Host-based Intrusion Detection System (Software agents) is installed on the host that is being 

monitored and can scan all host activities. It scans several types of log files, such as kernel, 

system, server, network,  firewall and compare suspicious activities with contents of the 

knowledge base to determine whether it is an intrusion or not. The host-based IDS filters logs, 

analyzes them, re-tags the anomalous messages with its own system of severity rating and 

collects them in its own specialized log for administrator analysis. A HIDS can also verify the 

integrity of the important data files and executables. 

A HIDS is better in detection of internal attacks before they hit the network. It can monitor and 

detect intrusions on a single host where it is installed; it cannot monitor the entire network. The 

implementation of HIDS is very complex. Commonly used Host-Based IDSs are RealSecure, 

ITA, Tripwire, RPM, SWATCH and LIDS [10]. 

Network-Based IDSs 

A NIDS is software or appliance hardware that resides on one or more systems that usually inline 

on the network and analyzes all network packets to find a malicious activity. Network-Based 
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Intrusion Detection Systems can monitor and detect attacks by analyzing the network traffic 

exchanged on a network. A NIDS can perform several types of analysis, such as simple pattern 

match of the packet’s header or/and payload, misuse of protocol compared to RFC. A NIDS is 

very easy to deploy and have no impact on the monitored hosts; it is better for detection of 

external attacks and provides real time response. Most network-based IDSs require that the host 

system network device be set to promiscuous mode, which allows the device to capture every 

packet passed on the network for the analysis. Beside all the advantages of a NIDS, encrypted 

data and high speed networks are the main problems. If particular care is not taken, NIDSs 

become vulnerable to Insertion and Evasion attacks. Commonly used Network-Based IDSs are 

Snort, RealSecure, Dragon and NetProwler [12]. 

Hybrid IDSs 

Both types of Intrusion Detection Systems vary considerably in functionality from each other but 

they complement one another as well. A hybrid IDS combines a HIDS with a NIDS that can 

monitors both events; occurring at the host system and at the whole network traffic. A truly 

secure computer network requires both a network and host-based IDSs [10]. 

3.2.4 Detection Time (Usage Frequency) 

The Intrusion Detection Systems are classified in two types according to the detection time. One 

type that detects intrusions in real time (in-line) and second that detects intrusions not in real 

time (off-line). They are also known as dynamic and static IDSs.  

Dynamic systems analyze audit data in real time (as soon as it is produced) and produce a 

response immediately after detecting an attack. However, real time collection and analysis of 

audit data produces a significant overhead.  

Static systems are scheduled to run at specific intervals, so they perform analysis of audit data on 

that scheduled intervals. They do not provide any countermeasure or response in real time; they 

just perform a postmortem analysis. Static systems can perform more thorough analysis of the 

audit data as compared to dynamic systems, without any impact on the performance of the 

monitored systems (no overhead because of off-line analysis) [13].  
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Fig 3.4: IDS Classification 
3.3 Deployment of IDS (NIDS) 

We can place network-based Intrusion Detection System at different places in our network; each 

has its advantages and disadvantages. The best IDS configuration would be that compromise 

between cost and required security properties of an organization. We will consider a DMZ with 

two firewalls for depicting IDS deployment. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.5: DMZ with two Firewalls 
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We can configure an Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) at the following three places: 

 In front of External Firewall 

 Behind the External Firewall 

 Behind the Internal Firewall 

3.3.1 IDS configuration in front of External Firewall 

In this configuration an Intrusion Detection System captures all the network traffic (all incoming 

and outgoing packets); it monitors and detects several kinds of attacks against an organization’s 

infrastructure including external firewall. This configuration cannot detect some attacks due to 

high speed and encrypted network data, it also generate high number of false alarms [13]. 

Fig 3.6: IDS in front of External Firewall 

 

3.3.2 IDS configuration behind the External Firewall (In DMZ) 

In this configuration an Intrusion Detection System is placed in the DMZ (between external and 

internal firewalls). In this case IDS monitors and detects all the network traffic and the intrusions 

that successfully passed through the external firewall. IDS configured in DMZ helps to fine tune 

the security policy of the external firewall and enables it to block such attacks (detected by IDS) 

in future. This configuration generates fewer false alarms as compared to previous one [13]. 
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Fig 3.7: IDS in the DMZ 

 

3.3.3 IDS configuration behind the Internal Firewall 

In this configuration an Intrusion Detection System is installed between internal firewall and 

internal network. IDS is not configured inside the internal network so, it cannot listen the internal 

traffic of the network. This IDS’s configuration monitors the incoming and outgoing traffic 

to/from internal network. The volume of traffic is small in this configuration so, IDS is less 

powerful then the above cases. This configuration of IDS will not protect the external firewall, 

resources in DMZ and inside attacks in internal network [13]. 

Fig 3.8: IDS configured behind Internal Firewall 
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4. Firewall Products and their 

Properties  
To analyze and compare Firewall and Intrusion Detection Technologies, we have selected some 

commonly used Firewall products. The selected Firewall products are: 

 Cisco Secure Firewall 

 Juniper NetScreen Firewall 

 Check Point Firewall 

4.1 Cisco Secure Firewall 

The Cisco firewall product line includes appliance-based firewall, modules compatible with 

routers and switches and software-based solutions. These products have high-performance 

application-level inspection capabilities that inspect network traffic according to detailed policies 

based not only on port, state, and IP addressing, but also on application-level information hidden 

deeply in the packet header. These firewalls allow or block certain type of traffic by comparing 

application-level packet information with corporate policies that really improves the firewall 

performance and accuracy.  

4.1.1 Cisco Firewall Functions 

The Cisco firewall products can perform following basic functions for the inspection of a 

network packet: [43] 

 Initial Checking 

 Xlate Lookup (Outbound and inbound) 

 Conn Lookup 

 ACL Lookup 

 Uauth Lookup 

 Inspection Engine  
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Fig 5.1: Cisco Firewall’s Functions [43] 
 

Initial Checking 

During initial checking Cisco firewall checks integrity of the source address of a packet that 

arrived at its interface to prevent from the IP spoofing. The Cisco firewall implements this 

technique in its Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF) feature. When RPF feature is enabled 

on an interface, the source IP address in each incoming packet will be inspected. The Cisco 

firewall maintains a table of known routes and it matches the source address with its maintained 

known routes table. The Cisco firewall verifies that the packet would take the same path in 

reverse to reach the source. The firewall drops a packet if it does not pass the RPF test and logs 

the action. If a source address cannot be found in the firewall’s maintained table of known 

routes, then the firewall uses default route. The Cisco firewall RPF feature can detect spoofed 

addresses only when they are spoofed between its interfaces. If a host on external interface of 

firewall spoofs the address of another external host, then the firewall cannot detect it, because the 

spoofing occurs on one interface of the firewall. 

Xlate Lookup 

A Cisco firewall keeps a translation (Xlate) table for every protected host that can establish the 

connection. A host's Xlate entry can be created statically or dynamically. The static Xlate entry is 

created only when the relevant traffic passes through the firewall. This function is also known as 

NAT (network address translation). Cisco firewall performs this translation every time even if 

the IP addresses appear identically on both sides of the firewall. The one exception is, when the 

“no nat-control” command is used. An Xlate entry must exist before making inbound connection 

attempt from an outside address. The Xlate lookup happened at two places in the firewall packet 

inspection, one for inbound and other for the outbound traffic.  

Conn Lookup 
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The Cisco firewall monitors and keeps track of the state of connection attempts passing through 

for this Cisco firewall maintains a connection table also known as Conn table (stateful 

inspection). If the access list permits a connection to establish then every change in the 

connection state is updated in the Conn table. When firewall’s Conn table records a connection, 

the traffic from the source host to the destination host is allowed to pass. It also allows the return 

traffic for that connection from the destination to the source host. The Cisco firewall drops the 

connection, and log the event, only if the connection states of the packets are not following the 

rules of the IP protocol that is being used.  

ACL Lookup 

For the connection establishment, first the initial connection traffic must be permitted by an 

ACL. Cisco allows configuring several ACLs in the firewall, but only one ACL can be activated 

for a specific firewall interface and direction (inbound or outbound). The ACLs do not perform 

the inspection of the connection states, they only permit or deny packets in a single direction 

when the connections are being initiated. They work for both the connection-oriented and the 

connectionless protocols by permitting or denying all packets in single direction. By default, 

there is no ACLs are configured to any firewall’s interface. The Connections are allowed to 

initiate from a higher-security interface (protected network) to a lower one (external network). 

The connections are not allowed to initiate in reverse until an ACL is applied to the lower-

security interface. 

Uauth Lookup 

The Cisco firewall provides an authentication capability; the users must have to authenticate in 

order to initiate a connection. The Cisco firewall can cache the user credentials, entered by the 

users for the first time that approves additional connections quickly. This cache feature is known 

as a cut-through authentication that does not require further authentication for establishment of 

new connections in one session. After authentication the Cisco firewall can also request 

authorization information from the AAA server that limits the user’s access to specific resources 

through the firewall. The Cisco firewall performs the authentication and authorization by 

maintaining a table that contains the list of authenticated users and their authentication attributes. 

This table is known as Uauth table that has a record of each authenticated user and their 
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attributes. These attributes are authenticated user’s source IP address, the authorization ACL 

name and session timer values.  

The Cisco firewall maintains an absolute and an idle timer for the duration of authentication 

lifespan. When a user authenticates first time with the firewall, he/she can establish and utilize 

new connections until the absolute Uauth timer expires. If the absolute timer expires then all the 

existing established connections remain open but the user has to re-authenticate for a new 

connection attempt. If the user has not sent or received data on any of his/her established 

connections, and idle timer becomes expire then that user will be deleted from the Uauth table 

while closing all current connections. That user has to re-authenticate with the firewall while 

attempting for a new connection. 

Inspection Engine 

The Cisco firewall inspects the connections and applies the rules according to the IP protocol 

being used for the exchange of traffic, this inspection is performed by the inspection engine. We 

have two types of IP protocols, connection-oriented and connectionless. The connection-oriented 

protocols have very strict course of action about the handshaking and packet exchange between 

source and destination, such as TCP. The connectionless IP protocols are simple and have very 

loose course of action about the exchange of traffic between source and destination, such as 

ICMP and UDP.  

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) allows a host to send a message to another 

host while expecting no reply, due to this a firewall cannot track the state of ICMP traffic 

between two hosts. The latest Cisco firewall products can track the state of ICMP traffic by an 

estimate of a stateful inspection. The Cisco firewall tracks the state of ICMP traffic exchange by 

using the Xlate table and defined ACLs. The following figure shows how a Cisco firewall 

handles the ICMP traffic. 
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Fig 5.2: ICMP Protocol Management by Cisco Firewall [43] 

In the figure the host PC-1 sends an ICMP packet towards the host PC-2. The firewall needs an 

Xlate entry for one or both of the hosts that is created from either a static Xlate or a dynamic 

assignment (depending on the configuration). The ICMP packet must also be permitted by any 

ACL that is applied to the firewall interface toward PC-1. In above figure the host PC-1 pings the 

host PC-2 whose global address is 172.18.1.200. The host PC-2 has a static Xlate entry that 

translates global address 172.18.1.200 to local address 192.168.199.100 [43]. 

The Cisco firewall provides tighter control over ICMP activities. It permits only a single reply to 

any ICMP request that passes through it. Although, it keeps the ICMP Xlate entry for the life of 

idle timer (30-second), but after sending a reply to an ICMP request all other replies will be 

dropped. If NAT is being used for the Xlate entry then the Cisco firewall permits the ICMP 

connection to remain open for 2 seconds, after the one ICMP reply packet has been observed. If 

dynamic PAT is being used then the ICMP connection is closed immediately after sending the 

first ICMP reply packet. 

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is also a connectionless protocol that does not expect reply 

of a message like ICMP. The Cisco firewall uses the Xlate table, ACLs and Conn table entries 

for the inspection of UDP traffic. Even though UDP is connectionless (It doesn’t establish 

connections) the Cisco firewall creates Conn entries by identifying pair of hosts involved in UDP 

traffic exchange. The following figure shows how a Cisco firewall handles UDP traffic 

inspection. 
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Fig 5.3: UDP Management by Cisco Inspection Engine [43] 

In the figure host PC-1 starts the session by sending a UDP packet to host PC-2. If the ACLs 

permit the traffic then the firewall defines a UDP connection. To forward the traffic the firewall 

needs an existing Xlate table entry or needs to create one. When the first packet transmitted in 

the session, the firewall records a new connection entry in the Conn table. This entry contains the 

source and destination IP addresses and UDP ports that become the connection identifier. After 

this all the remaining packets exchanged between the pair of hosts can be identified with the 

Conn entry. The UDP connection is closed by being deleted from the Conn table. The UDP does 

not have any connection closing mechanism; it closes the connection automatically when its 

timer expires (2 minutes). 

The DNS protocol uses UDP that usually sends one request from a client host for a name 

resolution and expects only one response from a DNS server host. Sometimes a host sends 

several duplicate requests to different DNS servers and will receive several responses (One reply 

will be used at the end) that make the protected network vulnerable. To protect from this 

vulnerability the Cisco firewall implements a feature known as DNS Guard. By having DNS 
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Guard the Cisco firewall observes all DNS requests (Duplicate requests) that pass through it. 

After a request (or several duplicate requests), the Cisco firewall allows only the first DNS reply 

to reach the requesting host. After this it drops all the remaining replies and closes the UDP 

connection immediately by deleting Conn entry. 

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connection-oriented protocol that requires the 3-

way handshaking for the connection establishment before the exchange of data. During the data 

transfer it uses several parameters to control the flow of data between two hosts. To close the 

established connection hosts must have to perform 3-way handshake. 

The Cisco firewall can track the exact state of the information exchange at any given time 

because TCP is connection-oriented protocol unlike UDP and ICMP. It examines source and 

destination IP addresses and port numbers, sequence number, acknowledgment number, and the 

TCP flags. It drops the packets that do not have expected values according to the connection. The 

Cisco firewall needs the Xlate table, ACLs and Conn table entries for the inspection of TCP 

traffic. 
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Fig 5.4: TCP traffic management by the Cisco Firewall [43] 

The figure 5.4 shows how the Cisco firewall manages the inspection of TCP traffic, the host PC-

1 initiates the TCP connection by setting SYN bit to 1 in its packet to PC-2. The Cisco firewall 

creates a dynamic Xlate entry if it doesn’t exist and a new Conn entry. The firewall expects that 

the host PC-2 will reply with a packet that has the SYN and ACK bits set. 

At this point the connection is considered as an embryonic connection (not fully established). If 

the reply from PC-2 is not received before the embryonic idle timer expires (30 seconds by 

default can be configured) the connection will be closed. Finally, the host PC-1 must have to 

send a packet with the ACK bit set to complete the 3-way handshake. After completing the 

handshake the firewall permits all TCP packets to flow through the connection while doing 

inspection based on the TCP sequence number, acknowledgment number and flag values. 

With the first SYN packet the connection initiating host also sends an initial sequence number 

(ISN). This ISN value is vulnerable (sometimes predictable) that lets an attacker to hijack a 

connection by masquerading as the actual initiating host. To handle this problem the Cisco 

firewall generates a random ISN value and interchanges with the actual ISN generated by the 

host. For each connection the Cisco firewall maintains a translation between an internal ISN and 

an external ISN [43]. 

The Cisco firewall can also perform other functions while performing the inspection of network 

traffic, these functions are: [43] 

 Content Filtering  

 Increased Availability with Failover Modes 

 Work as a DHCP Server/Client 

 Syslog (Generate and Record logging information) 

Content Filtering 

The third party content-filtering server and the Cisco IOS firewall interact with each other and 

prevent the users from accessing specified websites mentioned in the policies. Upon receiving a 

user’s URL request from a user, the Cisco firewall relays the request to the third-party content-
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filtering server. If the server determines that the requesting user is permitted to view the URL 

and its content then it informs the firewall that permits the connection to proceed. If the web 

content-filtering server determines that the requesting user is not allowed then the firewall 

redirects the user’s request to a "block" page, indicating that the server denied the request. This 

server should be the part of a protected network; the firewall’s request should not travel on 

unprotected network. The web content-filtering server obtains the user's credentials, such as the 

username, IP address, destination URL and address from the user's host.  

Failover 

Installing a single firewall in the network has lower cost but with this benefit it provides limited 

throughput and also becomes the single point of failure. If one firewall is a single point of failure 

then we should have a mechanism that allows the use of more than one firewall for fault 

tolerance. The Cisco system provides a mechanism by using that we can configure two firewalls 

to work as a failover pair. The Cisco firewall failover can operate in two modes: the active-

standby and active-active mode. 

In the active-standby failover mode the total cost will be increased because now we need two 

firewalls that provide same level of performance like a single firewall, but it eliminates the single 

point of failure. At a time only one firewall will be active, second will sit idle in standby mode. If 

the active firewall fails then the standby firewall takes over. 

The active-active failover mode also has increased cost like active-standby but it increases the 

performance (double of a single firewall) while removing the single point of failure. In this mode 

both firewalls take on an active role but for different security contexts. For each security context 

one firewall takes on an active role and the other is in standby mode. If the active firewall for a 

security context fails then the standby firewall for that context takes over. 

DHCP 

The Cisco firewall can function as a DHCP server by assigning IP addresses dynamically to 

requesting clients. It returns its own interface address as the client's default gateway. It can 

manage only dynamic address assignments from the available pool of IP addresses. 
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The Cisco firewall can also work as a DHCP relay that forwards the DHCP requests to the 

DHCP server. As a DHCP relay agent the Cisco firewall accepts DHCP request broadcast packet 

and sends a DHCP request unicast packet to the DHCP server.  After receiving DHCP reply it 

relays back to the requesting client. 

Syslog 

The Cisco firewall can be configured to generate and send logging information to one or more 

destinations. The logging messages are generated according to the severity level between 0 and 

7. These Logging messages can be sent to any of the following destinations: 

 The firewall console 

 A temporary buffer internal to the firewall 

 SNMP management stations 

 Syslog servers 

 E-mail addresses 

 FTP server etc. 

4.1.2 Cisco Firewall Products 

The Cisco firewall appliances use a proprietary OS that eliminates the security risks connected 

with general-purpose OSs. They implement the multi-vector attack protection services that 

provide protection from several attacks, such as DoS attacks, fragmented attacks, replay attacks, 

and malformed packet attacks. It provides real time protection and generates alarms by 

implementing TCP stream reassembly, DNSGuard, FloodGuard, FragGuard, MailGuard, 

IPVerify and TCP intercept. It can be deployed in a secure Layer 2 bridging mode that provides 

powerful traffic inspection of layer 2-7 while remaining hidden to the devices. 

The Cisco Systems provides many firewall solutions, such as: [44][45][46][47] 

 Cisco PIX 500 Series Firewall 

 Cisco ASA 5500 Series Firewall 

 Cisco IOS Firewall 

 Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series ASA services module 
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Cisco PIX 500 Series Firewall 

The Cisco Systems claims that the PIX 500 series firewall delivers high level of security, 

performance and reliability. It can perform stateful inspection based on adaptive security 

algorithm (ASA), URL filtering of outbound traffic by using third party content-filtering servers, 

protocol and application inspection, network address translation (NAT) and port address 

translation (PAT). By using these security features it can monitor 100 plus predefined 

applications, services, protocols and provide protection from more than 55 network-based 

attacks. It provides encryption services required for VPN; it allows 168-bit 3DES, 256-bit AES 

and 56-bit DES encryption. It provides up to 1.7 Gbps aggregate throughput and supports up to 

500,000 concurrent connections. The Cisco Systems has announced the end of sale of PIX 500 

firewall series and introduced new solutions, but it is still widely under used in industry.  

Cisco ASA 5500 Series Firewall 

The Cisco ASA 5500 series is the inheritor of the Cisco PIX 500 series firewall. It is not just a 

pure hardware firewall it also has content inspection engine, antivirus, antispam, IDS/IPS engine, 

VPN device, SSL device etc. These extra security features of ASA 5500 series achieved via add-

on module cards that offer the additional security features. It can protect every size of network 

from a small business to large enterprise network. By combining many products in one box it has 

reduced the operational and deployment costs. The Cisco Systems claims that it can monitor up 

to 10 Gbps network traffic and 2 million firewall connections. It provides high performance VPN 

and remote access. It also provides optional antivirus, antispam, antiphishing, URL blocking and 

filtering [32].  

Cisco IOS Firewall 

The Cisco IOS firewall is a fully featured firewall certified by Federal Information Processing 

Standard (FIPS) and common criteria EAL4. It can perform stateful traffic inspection, 

application and protocol inspection. According to the Cisco System claims that the IOS firewall 

is a secure, cost-effective and integrated solution that meets all business demands, it is a 

complete perimeter security solution. Its main advantage is that it does not require new 

hardware; it can be build upon existing IT infrastructure.  

Cisco Firewall Services Module (CFSM) 
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CFSM Module is a high-speed integrated firewall module designed for the Cisco Catalyst 6500 

switches and Cisco 7600 Series routers. It provides the maximum throughput up to 5 Gbps, 

100,000 connections per second and 1million simultaneous connections. It is highly scalable, 

such as four FWSM modules can be installed on a single chassis providing 20 Gbps throughput 

per chassis.  

Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series ASA services module 

The Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series ASA Services Module is designed for the Cisco catalyst 6500 

series switches. One can achieve all firewall functions by inserting a blade into an empty slot in 

the existing catalyst 6500 series switch. It provides very high speed data rates, such as 20 Gbps 

maximum firewall throughput and 16 Gbps with multi-protocol. It supports 300,000 connections 

per second and 10 million concurrent connections. One can create 250 security contexts and 

1,000 VLANs by using this module. It reduces cost and operational complexity while providing 

scalability up to four ASA services module in one Cisco catalyst 6500 series switch that can 

provide 64 Gbps throughput. 

4.2 Juniper NetScreen Firewall 

Juniper NetScreen firewall provides integrated firewall and IPSec VPN solutions in a single 

appliance that has a proprietary operating system installed on it like Cisco. It is designed as a 

custom-built architecture consisting of ASICs (application specific integrated circuits). An ASIC 

is designed to perform a specific task; it can perform that specific task at higher speed than a 

general purpose processor. It can perform stateful inspection that verifies the validity of all 

connections. It can also perform deep inspection that allows the inspection of application level 

traffic. It is certified by the ICSA and common criteria [48][49]. 

4.2.1 Juniper NetScreen Firewall Functions  

The Juniper NetScreen firewall can perform almost all the desired functions of a firewall like 

others. The important functions of Juniper NetScreen firewall are: [49] 

 Zones 

 High Availability (Failover support) 

 Virtual Firewalls and Routers 
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 Stateful Inspection 

 Deep Packet Inspection (Application level) 

 Content and URL Filtering 

 Authentication and Authorization   

 Centralized Security Manager 

 Logging 

 NAT and IPv6 support 

The NetScreen firewall architecture has an important feature known as zones. A zone is a logical 

area and the NetScreen firewall can have several types of zones. The use of zones allows an 

administrator to clearly define the separation between two or more network segments. There are 

three types of zones, such as security, tunnel and function zone. A security zone is widely used 

that represent separation between trusted and untrusted network segments. The security zones are 

used in the policy configuration and are a key component. The tunnel zone is used in conjunction 

with tunnel interfaces for VPN. The last type of zone is a function zone, such as the management 

zone used for the management of network. 

It can provide High Availability by operating in failover modes, such as active/passive and 

active/active. It can also work in transparent mode in layer 2. It allows an administrator to define 

virtual LANs and virtual routers that helps in deploying separate security policies for different 

segments. 

It supports up to 500 virtual firewalls, all with different set of administrators, policies, and VPNs 

that reduces the number of physical devices and allows the segmentation of the network with 

different administrative domains. 

It can perform the web content filtering by using third party web filtering servers that block the 

access to malicious web contents like Cisco. It can filter the network traffic according to the time 

of the day that really secures organization’s network resources. 

It provides an authentication capability like Cisco. The users must have to authenticate in order 

to initiate a connection. It can cache the user credentials, entered by the users for the first time 

that approves additional connections quickly.  
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The NetScreen firewall provides a user-friendly centralized security manager that allows an 

administrator to manage the entire network infrastructure remotely. It also performs logging and 

reporting that allows monitoring of all the network activities from a centralized location. 

It supports addition of third party modules for the enhancement of the functionality unlike Cisco. 

This support for third party modules is known as modularity. It also supports the logging, IPv6 

and NAT like other available firewall products. 

4.2.2 Juniper NetScreen Firewall Products 

The Juniper NetScreen firewall appliance uses a proprietary OS (ScreenOS) that eliminates the 

security risks associated with general purpose OSs. They provide protection from several attacks, 

such as DoS attack, DDoS attack, fragmented attacks, replay attacks, etc. It can be deployed in a 

secure Layer 2 bridging mode like Cisco that provides powerful traffic inspection of layer 2-7. 

The Juniper NetScreen series has two firewall appliances, they are: [48] 

 Juniper NetScreen-5200 

 Juniper NetScreen-5400 

Juniper NetScreen-5200 

The Juniper NetScreen-5200 provides 10 Gbps maximum throughput in clear and 5 Gbps in 

3DES. It supports 10, 00,000 numbers of connections and 25,000 VPN tunnels. It supports 

40,000 policies, 4093 VLANs, 1023 security zones and up to 500 virtual routers. It supports all 

failover modes. 

Juniper NetScreen-5400 

The Juniper NetScreen-5400 provides 30 Gbps throughput in clear and 15 Gbps in 3DES VPN. It 

supports 20, 00,000 numbers of connections and 25,000 VPN tunnels. It supports 40,000 

policies, 4093 VLANs, 1023 security zones and up to 500 virtual routers. It also supports all 

failover modes. 

The Juniper Network provides other firewall solutions along with NetScreen solution, such as: 

 ISG Series 

 SSG Series 

 SRX Series 
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These Juniper appliances provide firewall, VPN, IPS, anti-virus, anti-spam, URL filtering, 

content filtering, application and protocol security. They also support routing services, such as 

IPv4 and IPv6 with unicast and multicast. 

The SRX series gateways are provides high-performance security, routing and network solutions 

for large enterprise networks. It is the most powerful firewall/IDP/VPN solution available in the 

market that provides the maximum throughput greater than all products. It uses proprietary 

operating system Junos v10.2. It provides up to 120 Gbps maximum firewall throughput in clear 

text and 30 Gbps in 3DES+SHA-1 or 256AES+SHA-1 while supporting 10 million concurrent 

connections. It also supports 80,000 security policies and 350,000 connections per second. It can 

protect the internal network from almost all network attacks, such as DoS attacks, DDoS attacks, 

TCP fragmentation attacks, several types of IP spoofing and malformed packet attacks [50]. 

4.3 Check Point Firewall 

The Check Point firewall product line includes appliance-based firewall, modules compatible 

with routers and switches and software-based solutions. They can perform packet, stateful and 

application-level inspection of the network traffic. The Check Point firewall is based on a 

scalable and modular architecture that enables an administrator to define and implement a 

centrally managed Security Policy. This security policy can be implemented on multiple 

enforcement points but managed by the single management console. The Check Point system 

claims that their appliances provide higher firewall throughput up to 200 Gbps. The Check Point 

firewall has three components and these components can be deployed on a single system or 

separate dedicated systems. The components are:  

 Management Console  

 Management Server 

 Firewall Module 

The management console enables an administrator to define and implement a security policy. It 

provides a user friendly interface (GUI), log viewer and system status viewer. 

The management server keeps the security policy defined on management console. It 

communicates with the enforcement devices and reports security events to the management 
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console. The management console and the management server can be installed on a single 

machine or in a client/server configuration. 

The firewall Module is installed on the internet gateways and other network access points. The 

management server manages all the installed firewall modules and downloads the security policy 

to the Firewall Module. They are the enforcement points, they enforce the security policy. The 

firewall module performs the inspection of every packet passing through it, and blocks all 

unwanted network traffic. It implements the security policy, performs inspection of network 

traffic, logs events and communicates with the management server [51]. 

4.3.1 Check Point Firewall Functions 

The Check Point firewall performs almost all the security functions like other firewall products. 

The Check Point security functions are:  

 Content and URL filtering  

 Stateful Inspection 

 Deep Packet Inspection (Application level) 

 High Availability (Failover support) 

 Centralized Security Manager 

 Authentication and authorization  

 Layer 2 Firewalling 

 SYN Defender  

 Logging 

 Aggressive Aging (deletes the idle connections) 

 Load balancing  

 NAT  

 IPv4 and IPv6 support (Unicast and Multicast) 

 VPN support 

4.3.2 Check Point Firewall Products  

The Check Point provides several firewall security solutions, but its latest release Check Point 

61000 security system delivers maximum firewall throughput. It is high performance scalable 

firewall solution that provides throughput up to 200 Gbps. It supports 70 million concurrent 
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connections and 600,000 connections per second. It supports installation of several combinations 

of Software Blades including Firewall, VPN, IPS, URL filtering etc. [51].  
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5. IDS products and their 

Properties 
To analyze and compare Firewall and Intrusion Detection Technologies, we have selected some 

commonly used IDS products. The selected Intrusion Detection products are: 

 Snort 

 Cisco Secure IDS 

 Juniper NetScreen IDS 

5.1 SNORT 

Snort is a popular open source network intrusion detection system. Snort was originally designed 

as a lightweight intrusion detection system. Lightweight IDS means that it does not requires 

much system resources, does not requires much time for installation and  configuration. In its 

initial design it became fully capable alternative of commercial IDSs where the installation of 

fully featured commercial system is cost inefficient [42]. 

Now its latest versions can be modified to use as an intrusion detection and prevention system. It 

has integrated IPv6 in latest version. It can run on Linux/Unix and Microsoft Windows 

platforms. It can detect threats like stealth port scan, CGI attacks, buffer overflows, NetBIOS 

queries and NMAP scans. The Snort’s description given on its website as: 

“Snort is an open source network intrusion prevention and 

detection system (IDS/IPS) developed by Sourcefire. Combining 

the benefits of signature, protocol, and anomaly-based 

inspection, Snort is the most widely deployed IDS/IPS technology 

worldwide” [40]. 

Snort can operate in two modes: 

 Active (inline or offline)  

 Passive 
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In active inline mode, it acts as intrusion prevention system, after finding malicious activity it 

generates an alert and also stops that activity. In active offline mode, it does not sit inline but it 

monitors traffic passing nearby and react to specific traffic. In passive mode, it acts as an IDS. It 

monitors the network traffic, if it founds any malicious activity it generates an alert but does not 

block that activity.  

Snort has four main components: 

 Packet Sniffer (Sensor) 

 Preprocessor 

 Detection Engine 

 Alerting/Logging Component 

Packet sniffer is designed to perform very simple functionality, just to capture network traffic 

and pass it on for further inspection. The detection engine performs protocol normalization and 

rule matching. It matches the network traffic classified by the packet classifier with the rule-set 

to detect threats and helps in preventing false negatives. The detection engine ensures that threats 

are detected, false positive and negatives are avoided and keeps detection performance high. 

After the traffic goes through the detection engine and if any packet matches a rule in the 

detection engine then an alert is generated. Alerts can be sent to a log file or can be stored in a 

database such as SQL database [39]. 

Snort provides many security features like other commercial IDSs that prevent from several 

threats, these security features are implemented in different modules known as Preprocessors 

[41][38]. 

5.1.1 Preprocessors  

They were introduced in Snort 1.5 version. They enable the users and programmers to easily 

extend the functionality of Snort by just adding the new module to existing system. The 

preprocessor is used to take the packet data and process it before the data gets checked against 

the rules in the detection engine. The packet can be modified or analyzed in an out-of-band 

manner using this mechanism [41].  
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Frag3   

As described above the frag3 preprocessor is a target-based IP defragmentation module for 

Snort.  

Stream5  

As described above the Stream5 preprocessor is also a target-based TCP reassembly module for 

Snort. It is capable of tracking sessions for both TCP and UDP.  

sfPortscan  

This module is designed to detect Reconnaissance. Reconnaissance is the first phase in a network 

attack that reveals what types of network protocols or services a host supports. An attacker does 

not have prior knowledge of what protocols or services are supported by the target, so he/she 

runs portscan. As the attacker does not have any knowledge about the protocols or services of the 

target, he/she send negative queries to determine which service ports are closed. Snort can detect 

and track these negative responses. Mostly used portscanning tool is Nmap. Snort’s module 

sfPortscan is designed to detect many kinds of Nmap scans.  

RPC Decode  

The RPC_Decode preprocessor defragments RPC fragmented records. It works like IP 

defragmenter or TCP reassembler to defragment the RPC data.  

Performance Monitor 

This performance monitor preprocessor determines Snort's maximum performance. This module 

sends performance statistics to the console or to a specified file.  

HTTP Inspect  

This module decodes the given data buffer and finds HTTP fields for their normalization. HTTP 

Inspect works on both client requests and server responses. The current available version of 

HTTP Inspect in Snort only handles stateless processing ( HTTP Inspect looks for HTTP fields 

on a packet-by-packet basis). Having stateless processing Snort IDS can be fooled if packets are 

not reassembled. But this is not a big issue if there is another module handling the reassembly. 

SMTP Preprocessor  

This module decodes the given data buffer and finds SMTP commands and responses. This 

preprocessor also mark the command, data header sections, data body sections and TLS data. 
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SMTP preprocessor handles both stateless and stateful processing (it saves state between 

individual packets).  

POP Preprocessor  

This module decodes the given data buffer and finds POP3 commands and responses. Like 

SMTP preprocessor it marks the command, data header sections, data body sections. 

Additionally it can also extract the POP3 attachments for decoding. POP preprocessor handles 

stateful processing like SMTP preprocessor. To enable POP preprocessor Stream5 module 

should be turned on. 

IMAP Preprocessor  

This module decodes the given data buffer and finds IMAP4 commands and responses. It also 

marks the command, data header sections, data body sections and extracts the IMAP4 

attachments for decoding. IMAP module in Snort handles stateful processing. To enable IMAP 

preprocessor Stream5 module should be turned on. 

FTP/Telnet Preprocessor  

It provides stateful inspection capability for both FTP and Telnet data streams. It decodes the 

data stream, finds FTP commands and responses and Telnet escape sequences for their 

normalization. It looks for information and handles reassembled data correctly. FTP/Telnet 

works on both requests and responses. It handles stateless processing (it only looks for 

information on a packet-by-packet basis).  

SSH Preprocessor 

The Snort’s SSH preprocessor detects the following attacks: 

 Challenge-Response Buffer Overflow 

 CRC 32 

 Secure CRT 

 Protocol Mismatch  

Both Challenge-Response Overflow and CRC 32 attacks happen after the key exchange. Both 

attacks involve sending a large payload (20,000 bytes+) to the server immediately after the 

authentication challenge. To detect Both Challenge-Response Buffer Overflow and CRC 32 
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attacks, the SSH module counts the number of bytes sent to the server after authentication 

challenge. If the transmitted bytes exceed a preset limit (within a predefined number of packets) 

then an alert is generated by the SSH preprocessor.  

SSL/TLS Preprocessor 

Encryption is a serious problem for any IDS because they cannot handle encrypted network 

traffic. So, encrypted traffic should be ignored by Snort for high performance and to reduce false 

positives. The SSL/TLS Preprocessor decodes SSL and TLS traffic and stops inspection of the 

encrypted data. Only the SSL handshake of each connection will be inspected to determine that 

the last client-side handshake packet was not crafted to evade Snort. Once the data is determined 

to be encrypted, further inspection of the data on the connection is stopped.   

ARP Spoof Preprocessor  

The ARP spoof preprocessor decodes ARP packets and detects ARP attacks.  

Sensitive Data Preprocessor  

This Snort’s module performs detection and filtering of Personally Identifiable Information 

(credit card numbers, PIN, Social Security numbers and email addresses). Users can also define 

their own PII by using limited regular expression syntax.  

SIP Preprocessor  

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer protocol for creating, modifying, and 

terminating Internet telephone calls, multimedia distribution, and multimedia conferences with 

other users. SIP Preprocessor takes care of Common Vulnerabilities that are existed in SIP.  

Reputation Preprocessor  

Reputation preprocessor provides basic IP address filtering capability. With this module a user 

can block/allow network traffic from IP addresses that are listed in reputation filter. It works like 

firewall but with just IP address filtering. This module has to run before running other 

preprocessors. 
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5.1.2 Limitations of Snort 

 As Snort was designed a lightweight IDS, but its latest versions are not 

lightweight (they require a lot of system resources such as Hard disk, RAM 

Processor etc). 

 Snort is subject to security vulnerabilities itself like buffer overflow and DoS.  

 Snort should be updated regularly otherwise it will cause false positives or 

negatives. 

 For the Snort’s security one must take care of security of Operating System. 

5.2 Cisco Secure IDS 

The Cisco IDS product line includes appliance-based NIDS, modules compatible with routers 

and switches and software-based solutions released with certain IOS. Cisco secure IDS 

encompass a wide range of intrusion detection capabilities that enables the administrators to 

monitor and secure their networks against several threats. Cisco IDS solutions emphasize on 

following goals: 

 Accuracy 

 Threat investigation and Response  

 Ease of management 

 Flexible deployment 

Cisco claims that, they meet above goals through flexible Network IDS hardware, Cisco IDS 

sensor software, and scalable Cisco IDS management software. Cisco’s IDS solutions provide 

accurate threat detection, threat investigation and mitigation and simplified management. The 

Cisco secure IDS solutions can perform stateful pattern recognition, protocol analysis, signature-

based intrusion detection and traffic or protocol anomaly detection. It can quickly detect 

unauthorized exploits, DoS activity, Reconnaissance attempts, and other malicious activities. 

When an Intrusion is detected Cisco IDS respond to it while eliminating false alarms. After 

detecting a malicious activity Cisco IDS can respond in several ways to stop the activity from 

further execution, it can: [28] [39] 

 Drop an offending packet 

 Terminate an attacker’s session by using the TCP reset feature 
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 Dynamically reconfigure Access Control Lists (ACLs) on routers and switches 

 Automatically modify firewall policies 

5.2.1 Cisco Network-based IDS 

Cisco network-based IDSs use mainly two components. These components are: 

 Sensor 

 Director (Security manager)  

Cisco IDS Sensors 

Cisco secure IDS sensors series are dedicated high speed appliance-based network equipments 

that are designed for fast and effective monitoring of network traffic. As sensors scan network 

packets, they use signatures to detect known attacks and respond with predefined actions. If a 

network packet seems to unauthorized or malicious the sensor can detect the signature violation 

in real time and send this detection as an alarm to Cisco secure IDS director. The sensor can also 

remove that attacker from the network. The hardware of Cisco sensors is Intel-based PCs with 

fast Pentium processors and with large size RAM and hard disks. The Cisco sensor can monitor 

several interfaces (depending on the model) but it always uses a separate interface for command 

and control communication [28].  

Cisco Signature Engines 

A signature is defined as a set of rules that are used to detect network intrusions or malicious 

activities. They can be easily installed by the IDS Director component such as Cisco CSM. 

Sensors allow modifying existing signatures and defining new ones. 

When an IDS scanner component matches a signature with a network packet then it takes action, 

such as logging the event or sending alarm to an IDS management software. Signature-based 

intrusion detection can produce false positives because certain normal network activities can be 

misinterpreted as malicious activity. One can minimize false positives by tuning the sensors. 

A signature Engine is a component of an IDS sensor. Each signature engine is designed to 

inspect and defines a set of legal parameters or values for specific protocols and fields. They all 

perform their own tasks. Cisco signature engines perform parallel scanning. All the signatures in 
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a given signature engine are scanned in parallel instead of serial to detect malicious activities 

[40].  

Cisco IDS Director 

The Cisco secure IDS director is a software-based management system that monitors and 

manages activities (locally or remotely) of several installed Cisco IDS sensors on the network. 

The director receives events from the sensors when they detect a security violation. Director 

process this event information and displays it on the console. Cisco has developed several 

management tools (Directors) for managing IDS platforms in the network. Each management 

tool has different intents and benefits to facilitate the security administrators. Cisco’s developed 

director management tools are [28]: 

 Command Line Interface (CLI) via console, Telnet or SSH 

 Cisco IDS Event Viewer (IEV) 

 Cisco IDS Device Manager (IDM) 

 Cisco Secure Policy Manager (CSPM) 

 Cisco Works VPN/Security Management Solution (VMS) 

 Cisco Security Manager 

CLI is the most simple and fast method of IDS management. The CLI can manage the IDS 

infrastructure from the device’s console and also from the remote terminals via Telnet and 

Secure Shell (SSH).  

The Cisco IEV and IDM are both GUI tools. IEV is a Java-based that runs on Windows 

platforms and uses MySQL as a backend database for event information storage. IEV allows 

management of maximum five IDS sensors in the network. The Cisco IDM is a browser-based 

management tool that allows management of any number of IDS devices in the network; but 

Cisco recommends 20 to 25 sensors per management console. Both IEV and IDM use Secure 

Sockets Layer (SSL) to provide secure communication between sensors and director.  

The Cisco VMS can run on both Windows/Intel and Sun SPARC running Solaris. The Cisco 

VMS software is part of the Cisco Works Suite and designed as a large-scale enterprise solution 

for security management. VMS allows an administrator to manage all the security devices 
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present in the network (IDS sensors, Switch IDSM sensors, IDS Module for routers, Cisco PIX 

Firewalls, Cisco IOS Routers, and Cisco Host IDS). As we can notice that the Cisco VMS 

provides all the IDS management capabilities available in IEV, IDM, and CLI. Additionally it 

also allows managing all the security devices from one interface [28]. 

Cisco Security Manager (CSM) 

Today Cisco Security Manager (CSM) is used that enables a security administrator to manage all 

the Cisco security devices. It allows managing the firewall, VPN, IPS/IDS services of IOS 

routers, PIX and ASA security appliances, IPS/IDS sensors and modules and modules for 

Catalyst 6500 switches. CSM can manage thousands of security devices available in a network. 

It can manage policy, event, reporting and troubleshooting [29].  

Secure communication between IDS devices 

One purchases and installs IDS solution to monitor and secure his/her network. The IDS solution 

must use a secure communication protocol for communication. The IDS communication falls in 

two categories: 

 Management communication 

 Device-to-Device communication 

For the configuration and management of IDS devices and applications we need a centralized 

management tool, and Cisco provides this tool. This management tool communicates with all the 

security devices available in the network. To communicate with security devices it requires a 

protocol and that protocol have to be secure otherwise security devices itself can be attacked 

easily. Cisco IDS devices communicate with each other or also with other security devices, such 

as Cisco’s sensor communicates with other sensors or with other infrastructure devices [30].  

5.2.2 Cisco Host-based IDS 

A Host-based IDS monitors and audits log files, file systems, and resources of host where it is 

installed. A significant advantage of Host-based IDS is that it can monitor operating system 

processes and provides protection to critical system resources. HIPS solution can provide 

protection from fragmentation attacks and TTL attacks. If the network traffic is encrypted than 
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NIDS cannot provide any kind of protection but HIPS can provide because it has access to the 

traffic in unencrypted form. 

The Cisco HIPS solution is designed by combining the best features of antivirus, behavioral 

analysis, signature filters, network firewalls, and application firewalls in single software agent. 

The Cisco HIPS solution also known as Cisco Security Agent is signature-free that reduces the 

maintenance efforts for the signatures. 

The main functions of a HIDS are to perform system logging and analysis of the logs on the host 

where it is installed. Cisco recommends that the CSA software should be installed on all hosts to 

monitor all the executions performed against them. Cisco HIPS agent CSA performs the 

intrusion detection analysis and protects the host. 

The Cisco CSA HIPS agent provides controlled access to system resources that is known as 

proactive security. This approach protects hosts from a new attack causing damage to the system. 

Cisco HIPS solution intercepts OS and application calls to secure the OS and application 

configurations. It also validates incoming service requests and analyzes log files. Cisco HIPS 

solution functions as, an application’s call for system resources arrived then HIPS checks the call 

against the policy that it is legitimate after this it allows or denies the requested resources to the 

application. 

The Cisco HIPS solution uses rules that enable it to determine the abnormal activities. It 

improves the security of hosts by using rules that control OS and network stack behavior, Such 

as buffer overflows, Registry updates and the installation of programs. It also efficiently prevent 

from DoS attack [40]. 

5.2.3 Cisco IDS/IPS Products  

The Cisco is providing many IDS/IPS solutions, solutions are: [33] 

 Cisco ASA 5500 Series IPS Solution 

 Cisco IDS/IPS 4200 Series Sensors 

 Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series Intrusion Detection System (IDSM-2) Module 

 Cisco IOS Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

 Cisco Integrated Services Routers Intrusion Prevention System Module  
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Cisco ASA 5500 Series IPS 

This adaptive security appliance is also known as all in one box, it has intrusion prevention, 

firewall, VPN, and optional content security. It can protect every size of network from a small 

business to large enterprise network. By combining many products in one box it has reduced the 

operational and deployment costs. It can monitor up to 10 Gbps network traffic and gives high 

performance. It provides high performance VPN and remote access. It also provides optional 

antivirus, antispam, antiphishing, URL blocking and filtering [32].  

Cisco IDS/IPS 4200 Series Sensors 

The heart of Cisco’s IDS solution is the dedicated IDS sensors 4200 series. They can identify 

and stop malicious activities. They can stop sophisticated attackers by detecting behavioral 

anomalies and evasion attacks. They perform detailed logging and provide protection from the 

latest threats and vulnerabilities. It can provide full inspection up to 4Gbps and a variety of 

copper and fiber interface options [34].  

Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series Intrusion Detection System (IDSM-2) Module 

The Cisco offers a module for the Cisco 6500 series switch known as the IDSM. The module 

occupies one or more slots in the 6500 chassis, making it an excellent IDS sensor choice in 

networks where the 6500 platform is already deployed. There are two versions of the IDSM, the 

IDSM-1 and the IDSM-2. The IDSM-2 is a far more capable device offering five times the 

performance of the IDSM-1.The IDSM-1 has no longer supported.   

The benefit of the IDSM-2 is that it takes data directly from the switch backplane and can 

monitor all the traffic sent through the switch. The Cisco IDSM-2 module with Cisco IPS Sensor 

Software v6.0 enables a user to stop more threats with greater confidence without the risk of 

dropping legitimate traffic [28][35].  

Cisco IOS Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 

The Cisco IOS Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is an inline, deep-packet inspection feature 

that mitigates a wide range of attacks. Cisco IOS IPS provides your network with the intelligence 

to identify, classify, and stop or block malicious traffic in real time. Cisco IOS IPS solution 

provides the threat control at the branch, small business and at the home office that drops 

offending traffic and also stops attacks at the point of entry. The IOS IDS/IPS technology 
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expands the perimeter protection capabilities offered by the IOS firewall, but IOS IPS cannot 

manage by the IDS director [36].  

Cisco Integrated Services Routers Intrusion Prevention System Module 

This is a hardware module designed for Cisco Integrated Services Routers that Provides 

complete intrusion detection with dedicated hardware. It offloads deep packet inspection from 

the router. It provides protection from worms, viruses, and other malicious traffic [37]. 

 

5.3 Juniper Networks IDS  

The Juniper Networks Intrusion Detection and Prevention Appliances provide latest capabilities 

that protect the network from a wide range of attacks. It uses MMD (multiple method detection) 

that consist of eight detection methods to accurately detect malicious activities on a network. It 

can be deployed as a sniffer to detect attacks and can be deployed as an active gateway to detect 

attacks and also protect from these detected attacks.  Juniper IDP uses stateful signatures to 

detect known attacks. Beside this it also uses other seven detection methods concurrently. A 

stateful signature is different from a normal signature. It knows the pattern it is attempting to find 

like normal signatures but it also knows the location of that pattern. Stateful signatures produce 

very few false positives because they recognize the context of the attack. The stateful signatures 

are much better than the regular signatures because they know the protocol used to commit the 

attack, the direction and flow of the attack and the context in which the attack occurs. It has three 

main components, they are: [41] 

 Sensor 

 Management Server 

 User Interface  

Sensors 

The Juniper IDP sensors are hardware-appliance that monitors the network where they are 

installed. They run the Juniper IDP software and perform the primary tasks, such as to detect 

malicious and anomalous traffic according to specified rules in IDP rulebases. One can deploy 

Juniper IDP in a high available solution that provides fault tolerance and failure protection. In 

HA, 2 to 16 sensors can be combined together to provide failure protection and load balancing. 
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HA cannot be implemented in sniffer mode. High availability has two modes of operations; load 

balancing and hot standby. In load balancing all sensors share the network traffic equally if one 

sensor becomes faulty then traffic is redirected to other sensors. In hot standby a master or 

primary sensor handles all the network traffic and a second sensor sits in standby mode. If the 

primary sensor becomes faulty all the network traffic redirected to the secondary sensor [41]. 

Management Server 

The Juniper IDP management server is a software that enables an administrator to manage 

system resources and IDP functionalities. It provides centralized control of logs, reports, data and 

security policy. The security policy, all objects and logs are stored in a database that resides in 

management server. An administrator can manage these things by using user interface. The 

management server communicates with the sensors and user interface in encrypted and 

authenticated form; by this feature it provides additional level of security. The Juniper Networks 

recommends that do not use more than five sensors with one management server. All the 

connected sensors send logs to central repository that resides in management server. The 

management server allows interaction of multiple users with the Juniper IDP sensors. It is 

supported on Red Hat Linux or Solaris operating systems. It can be installed on IDP appliance or 

on a separate computer running above mentioned OS. If it is going to be installed on a separate 

computer then that must has 1 GB of RAM [41]. 

User Interface  

The UI is Java-based application software that provides a powerful graphical environment for 

centralized management of juniper IDP. It can be installed on multiple hosts available in 

monitored network that allows multiple users to interact with the management server and 

sensors. With multiple users support, at a time only one user can have control of management 

server that vanishes the need of synchronization. It also provides online help for using and 

configuring IDP. The Juniper Networks recommends the 512 MB RAM of the system where the 

UI will be installed. The User Interface has eight components: [41] 

 Dashboard 

 Log Viewer  

 Security Policy Editor  
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 Object Editor  

 Device Monitor  

 Reports  

 Log Investigator  

 Profiler  

Dashboard 

It displays the essential information about the network and the IDP System. When an 

administrator or user first log in, it is the default component shown in the main display area. The 

information that it contains is real time and refreshes periodically from the management server. 

The administrator can customize the dashboard to display only important information. 

Log Viewer  

The Log Viewer displays the logs recorded by the IDP sensors in management server based on 

criteria defined in the security policy. It displays logs in table form that can be modified.  

Security Policy Editor  

It contains the Juniper IDP rulebases and provides a graphical, user-friendly rule building 

platform. It allows add/modify rules in available rulebases, to create/delete and install new 

security policies on sensors etc. 

Object Editor  

It contains the objects used in Juniper IDP system. Network Objects are hosts, networks, servers 

and sensors. Service Objects are services running on the network, such as FTP, HTTP and 

Telnet. Attack Objects are attack signatures and protocol anomalies. 

Device Monitor  

It provides a graphical and user friendly view of the current status of Juniper IDP sensors and 

management server. It shows information about the CPU and memory of the IDP sensors and 

management server and also individual processes on them. It is also customizable like other UI 

components. 
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Reports  

They provide a useful complement to the monitoring and logging capabilities that enables to 

track and analyze network traffic and malicious activities. They provide a high level overview 

and summary of the logs recorded by the IDP sensors. Reports represent log data in both table 

and graphical form.  

Log Investigator  

It correlates logs recorded by the sensors to identify attack patterns over time. By using it one 

can quickly investigate suspicious activities and enables to determine whether an attack really 

exists or not. 

Profiler  

It is a network analysis tool that learns about the internal network and the devices available on it. 

After learning this information it helps to generate an effective Security policy and also 

minimizes unnecessary log records. When it is configured and run by an administrator, it 

automatically learns about the internal network (devices available in the network and associated 

vulnerabilities). This learned information by profiler is used to create a security policy that 

detects the attacks to which the network is vulnerable. Profiler allows a user to configure all IDP 

sensors by giving automatically learned information about the network and the devices available 

on it, such as hosts, peers, ports and data from application layer (that individually identifies 

hosts, applications, users and filenames). 

5.3.1 Juniper IDS/IPS Operational Modes 

The Juniper IDP can operate in sniffer and transparent modes. IDP in sniffer mode can sniffs the 

network traffic as it passes by. The Sensor in this mode monitors the traffic, records security 

events and can generate alarms for attacks. In sniffer mode it cannot prevent from attack. 

Running in transparent mode it supports the use of optional external HA hardware for high 

availability and load balancing [41].  

5.3.2 Detection Methods 

The Juniper IDP system uses MMD technique (Multi-Method Detection) to detect and prevent 

attacks. It combines eight detection methods and uses them concurrently to detect attacks with 

higher accuracy. The Juniper IDP MDM mechanism has the following detection methods: 
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 Stateful Signatures 

 Protocol Anomalies 

 Backdoor Detection 

 Traffic Anomalies 

 IP Spoofing 

 Layer 2 

 Denial of Service Detection 

 Network Honeypot 

5.3.3 Juniper IDS/IPS Products 

The Juniper provides several IDS/IPS solutions with different specifications for all size of 

networks, these solutions are: [42] 

 IDP75 

 IDP250 

 IDP800 

 IDP8200 

The Juniper Networks also provide NetScreen IDS/IPS solutions but we have selected above 

mentioned devices to perform analysis and comparison. 

Juniper IDP75 

The Juniper IDP75 designed for small and mid-size networks that provide cost effective and 

continuous network availability. It can provide maximum throughput at 150 Mbps. It uses all the 

eight detection methods available in MMD mechanism. It supports 100,000 numbers of sessions. 

It can operate in sniffer, transparent and mixed mode. 

Juniper IDP250 

The Juniper IDP250 designed for mid-size and large size networks. It can provide maximum 

throughput of 300 Mbps and uses all detection methods of MMD concurrently. It supports 

300,000 numbers of sessions and can operate in sniffer, transparent and mixed mode. 
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Juniper IDP800 

The Juniper IDP800 designed for mid-size and large enterprises like IDP250 but encompasses 

more functionality. The maximum throughput is 1 Gbps and uses all the detection methods of 

MMD. It supports 1000,000 numbers of sessions. It can operate in all modes like above models. 

Juniper IDP8200  

The Juniper IDP8200 designed for large size networks with third-party bypass gears to ensure 

continued availability even in case of appliance failure. It has maximum throughput of 10 Gbps. 

It uses all detection methods of MMD for threat detection and supports 5,000,000 numbers of 

sessions. It can operate in all modes like above models. 
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6. Comparison of Firewall and 

IDS 
The passwords, firewalls and IDSs all together provide a layered defense and complement each 

other. A layered defense boosts the confidence level in access controls by providing some 

redundancy and expended protection. Both the firewall and IDS has some overlapping security 

features, but they both also have several important individual security features as well. The 

Firewall and Intrusion Detection System alone cannot offer complete protection against the 

attacks, they should be used together to enhance the defense-in-depth or layered approach. Both 

perform different functions for the network security. The basic difference between them is, 

Firewall offers active protection against the attacks, where as IDS can raise an alert after 

detecting an attack [16][17]. 

6.4 Desirable Properties of a firewall 

A true firewall should have the following basic functions [2][3][5][8][9]. 

 A firewall should be fault-tolerant. 

 A firewall must itself be resilient to attacks.  

 The performance of a firewall must be sufficient to manage and control network 

traffic. 

 A firewall should filter both inbound and outbound traffic. 

 A firewall should authenticate the access to protected network or resources. 

 A firewall should protect the resources. 

 A firewall should do address and protocol filtering. 

 It should record (logging) and report on events (it helps to analyze a possible 

security breach later and also useful to determine the performance of a firewall). 

 A firewall should perform packet filtering (the headers of all network packets 

going through the firewall are inspected). After doing packet filtering firewall 

should explicitly decide to allow or block each packet. 
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 A firewall should perform NATing (outside world can see only one IP address not 

all private network addresses). The NAT was not designed for security but later it 

becomes an important security feature. 

 A firewall should be capable of inspecting more than just the header of the 

packets (Application-level traffic inspection). 

The firewall is a single point of entry for network traffic entering or leaving the private network, 

the firewall is an excellent location to perform additional functions, such as:  

 Data Caching: the firewall should cache the web requests and their responses.  

 Content Filtering: firewalls rules may be used to restrict access to certain 

inappropriate web sites based on URLs, keywords and the type of contents. 

 Load Balancing: from a security point of view single point of entry is very good 

but from an availability point of view this single point of entry may leads to a 

single point of failure. Most firewall products allow incoming and outgoing 

network traffic to be distributed among two or more cooperating firewalls. 

 

6.5 Security Features of a Firewall 

The firewall has following security features: 

 The firewall is an active device that provides an active response to stop malicious 

activities or network attacks. It prevents malicious content and intruders from 

entering into the network. 

 It performs packet inspection of both inbound and outbound traffic based on port, 

state, IP addressing and application level information. One can define rules or set 

privileges for the allowed inbound and outbound network traffic that can pass 

through it. 

 It can work at network, transport and application layer 

 It can also inspect network traffic at layer 2 (Transparent Firewalling) 

 It performs stateful inspection (inspection of network connections between 

communicating hosts) 

 It performs deep packet inspection (application level) 
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 It prevents from unauthorized access of protected resources (internal network) by 

implementing access control lists 

 It performs authentication and authorization before establishment of a connection 

 It prevents from IP spoofing  

 It performs URL and Content Filtering (URL filtering of network traffic by using 

third party content-filtering servers) 

 It performs protocol and application inspection 

 It performs network address translation (NAT) and port address translation (PAT) 

 It performs aggressive aging by deleting the idle connections 

 It supports virtual private networking (VPN) 

 It provides efficient availability by working in failover modes (active-standby and 

active-active) 

 It caches the web requests and responses and increases the network performance 

 It can work as a DHCP server or client 

 It performs logging for later manual analysis and to determine its performance  

 It supports context-based security 

 It supports routing (IPv4 and IPv6 with unicast and multicast) 

 It supports DMZ 

 It performs IP defragmentation and TCP stream reassembly to protect from 

fragmentation attacks 

 It can prevent from port scans (Reconnaissance) 

 It blocks any unwanted malware (already residing on host or network) from 

connecting to malicious websites 

 It also protects from the DoS attacks and DDoS attacks 

6.6 Limitations of a Firewall 

The firewall provides several security features but it also has some limitations, such as: 

[1][2][5][8][9] 
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 A firewall cannot protect from internal attacks. It does nothing to stop internal 

network snooping or intrusion attempts from within the network. An Employee’s 

misconduct or carelessness cannot be controlled by the firewalls. 

 A firewall cannot prevent individual employee or user with modem from dialing 

in or out of the network, with this a user can completely bypass the firewall 

protection. 

 A firewall provides security if it is properly configured. It does not know what is 

allowed and what is not. An administrator must configure it to distinguish 

between allowed and not allowed network traffic. 

 A firewall is itself vulnerable and can be attacked by DoS attack (By using 

fragmentation it is possible in some cases). An administrator must verify that all 

the computers on the internal network are correctly configured to discard IP 

fragments when the first fragment never arrives before allowing the firewall to 

pass IP fragments. 

 It can only protect from inbound and outbound malicious traffic and connections 

(protection from external attacks). It does not provide any protection from internal 

attacks. (when someone has physical access to protected resources or has installed 

a malicious program on your computer) 

 Like other products such as antivirus or IDS, it is vulnerable and can be directly 

attacked. 

 Social engineering: by using social engineering an attacker can obtain important 

and secret information from a legitimate network user. Firewall can do nothing in 

this case. 
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6.1 Desirable Properties of an IDS 

An intrusion detection system should have the following features [19][20][22][17]. 

 An IDS should be fault-tolerant in order to survive if the system fails (on which it 

is installed). 

 An IDS must itself be resistant to attacks. It must be hard to trick (Evasion and 

Insertion attacks) when it has been configured properly. 

 An IDS must be accurate, must not identify a legitimate action as an anomaly or a 

misuse (Also known as False Positive). 

 The IDS performance must be sufficient to perform real time intrusion detection. 

 An IDS must be complete; it should not fail to detect an intrusion (an undetected 

intrusion is known as False Negative). 

 An IDS must be scalable; IDS must be able to process the large number of events 

without losing information. Its implementation must not overwhelm the system in 

a way that prevents the system from performing other normal operations.  

 An IDS must run continuously without intervention or supervision of an operator.  

 The IDS must be reliable enough to run in the background within the host that is 

being controlled. 

 An IDS should be able to detect deviations from standard behavior. 

 An IDS must cope with the behavior changes of the system, as new applications 

are added to that system in order to be properly up to date. 

6.2 Security features of an IDS 

An Intrusion Detection System has following security features: 

 The Intrusion Detection System is a passive device that simply detects problems 

and generates alarms or alerts the security administrators. It does not provide an 

active response to stop an attack. 

 It detects malicious activities by identifying the attack signatures or patterns and 

generates alarms. 

 It can detect attacks at the network, transport and application layers including 

unexpected services, backdoors and policy violations. 
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 It can monitor and analyze the network activities including network systems, 

users, system configurations, vulnerabilities and alerts the administrator about any 

intrusion.  

 It can check the integrity of the network infrastructure, systems and files. (The 

integrity of executable files on the network systems because it is possible to put 

malicious code inside original programs, which is an attempt to hide the attack) 

 It can detect the patterns of known attacks by matching pattern with the rule base. 

(It can recognize the signatures of malware programs and the types of attacks.) 

 It can detect deviation from standard behavior of network systems by 

implementing protocol and traffic anomaly detection. (It detects abnormal 

behavior, such as unusual increase in traffic from a port, time of the day and 

several consecutive unsuccessful attempts at logging into the computer etc.) 

 It helps a security administrator to set up and refine the security policies. 

 It can correlate security events that happened over different time, and alert the 

security administrator that an attack is in progress. (Event correlation matches the 

data sent by different IDS sensors and try to find is this really an intrusion or not) 

 On the detection of an intrusion it can generate alarms and log this information 

(logging) for future analysis and refinement of security policies. It can run and 

perform continuous reporting and logging without intervention of an operator.  

 The encryption is a serious problem for network-based IDS because it cannot 

handle encrypted network traffic. So, the encrypted traffic should be ignored by 

an IDS for high performance and to reduce false positives. An IDS decodes SSL 

and TLS traffic and stops inspection of the encrypted data. Only the SSL 

handshake of each connection will be inspected to determine that the last client-

side handshake packet was not crafted to evade the IDS. Once the data is 

determined to be encrypted, further inspection of the data on the connection is 

stopped.   

 It can detect Layer 2 attacks by defining implied rules, which include ARP table 

restrictions, fragment handling, connection timeouts, byte/length thresholds for 

data packets, and other mechanisms. It performs target based IP defragmentation 

and TCP reassembly to protect from fragmentation attacks.  
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 It can detect Reconnaissance attack (learning of the information about one’s 

network) that enables an attacker to actually access the network or target a DoS 

attack. 

 It can monitor almost all application layer protocols or services, such as HTTP, 

POP, IMAP, SIP etc. 

 It can detect ARP, SYN flooding and TTL attacks efficiently. 

 It uses the stateful signatures that enable it to tracks the state of a connection and 

looks for attack patterns only in the relevant portions of network traffic. 

 It can detect IP spoofing (some types) by specifying the network objects attached 

with its interfaces. 

 Latest IDS devices support the IPv6 protocol. The IPv6 protocol uses tunneling 

(Within IPv4 environments IPv6 can be used by tunneling), which makes 

impossible for IDS (older versions) to detect attacks. 

6.3 Limitations of an IDS 

We have analyzed three widely used IDSs products in industry; their functionality varies from 

one vendor to other. The IDSs are not foolproof; there are significant problems to overcome in 

their implementation. Approximately all IDSs products share following common limitations: 

[18][21][22][17] 

 The IDS is just a passive device, it is not proactive. It can detect the attack but 

cannot prevent the attack. Its passive behavior requires an administrator for 

inspection (manual) of all alerts. This response strategy has potential damage cost. 

 One of the main drawbacks of an intrusion detection system is the alarm failures 

(false positives and false negatives). 

 One of the most obvious problems is that of false positives. A NIDS facing heavy 

traffic may raise alarms for legitimate traffic. False positives are false alarms 

when there is not any real intrusion taking place. There are some codes which 

have some parts that match with attack patterns; these are detected as intrusions 

when they are not. On the other hand, anomaly detectors may interpret the 

appearance of a new type of traffic as hostile due to the recent installation of a 

new service, when in fact the situation is perfectly normal. The main drawback of 
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this is that the excess of false positives can make the administrator ignore some 

intrusion alarms. 

 A false negative happens when a real attack or intrusion remains undetected. They 

occur when an attacker uses a new technique, a modified attack based on an 

existing one, a specialized attack against this type of systems, or when an 

anomaly detector is “trained” progressively by an intruder, to make it interpret a 

hostile action as normal.  

 An IDS cannot eliminate the weaknesses of other infrastructure security systems, 

such as low-quality passwords, firewalls, antivirus etc. 

 It cannot detect and report alarms against attacks in an instantaneous way when 

there is an overload (excessive network traffic). 

 It cannot provide defense against new attacks. In most cases, it cannot detect 

newly appeared attacks or the variants of existing attacks. This happens in most 

commercial products that uses rule based detection. Other systems those uses 

anomaly based detection can detect such most variations of existing attacks, but 

cannot detect all of them.  

 It does not identify some types of packet fragmentation attacks; in this case 

human intervention is still needed. 

 Like other products such as antivirus or firewalls, an IDS is also vulnerable and 

can be directly attacked (DoS, Insertion and Evasion). 

 A network-based intrusion detector performs nothing if the communication is in 

the encrypted form, because it cannot interpret what it is monitoring. Even if it 

could interpret what it receives, deciphering the data would cause an extra load or 

overhead. It will require more resources and some time with extra resources IDS 

still useless if network has high traffic load. To avoid such problem host based 

IDS is installed at the end points of the communication to examine decrypted 

data. IPSec, VPN tunnels, SSL and application-level encryption are all designed 

to protect sensitive information from prying eyes, but they also prevent a NIDS 

from doing its job. It is difficult to circumvent this problem; with IPSec the 

solution is to run IPSec in tunnel mode, and place the NIDS on the unencrypted 

side of the gateway, but in general, encryption is a serious problem. 
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 A NIDS that scans high network traffic volumes requires high performance 

hardware and software to work; otherwise it will miss some traffic. If a NIDS that 

misses traffic regularly is useless for network security. Two major performance 

problems associated with the defragmented traffic and the tracking of TCP 

connections. 

 It cannot perform user authentication unlike firewall that allows a connection after 

user authentication. 

 It cannot implement access control lists, it does not protect from unauthorized 

access of protected resources. 

 It cannot perform NATing, now days which have become an important security 

feature.  

 It does not have any tool or mechanism for VPN. 

 It cannot perform routing, but a firewall can perform routing (unicasting and 

multicasting). 

 It is definitely not designed to replace a security administrator. It is just a device 

or computer program that has its own vulnerabilities like all other devices or 

programs.  
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7. Conclusion 
The security implementation is the process of controlling access; passwords, firewalls and IDSs 

control access to network and information resources. So, “security is controlled access”. This 

definition of security is also true for the information security concepts of Confidentiality, 

Integrity and Availability. The confidentiality is controlling access to read the data or 

information, integrity is controlling access to change the data or information and availability is 

ensuring access to data when needed. 

The passwords, firewalls and IDSs all together provide a layered defense and complement each 

other. A layered defense boosts the confidence level in access controls by providing some 

redundancy and expended protection. Firewall and Intrusion Detection Technology alone cannot 

offer complete protection against the attacks, they should be used together to enhance the 

defense-in-depth or layered approach. Both the Firewall and Intrusion Detection performs 

different functions for the network security. The basic difference between them is, Firewall 

offers active protection against the attacks, where as IDS can raise an alert after detecting an 

attack. Neither Firewall nor IDS provides complete protection and cannot replace each other and 

any other security product. 

For the protection of the assets (offices, houses, etc.) we set barriers (gates) at the entrance and 

also install security alarm system. The installed barriers are like firewalls and security alarm 

systems are like intrusion detection systems in the network security. Most people think that their 

installed firewall product (first line of defense) can solely protect their entire network, which is 

not true due to inability and some draw backs of firewall, such as: 

 Not all access to the Internet occurs through the firewall. 

 Not all threats originates from outside. 

 Firewalls are vulnerable and subject to attack themselves. 

 Firewall does not offer any protection if the network is compromised. 

 Firewalls cannot prevent all kinds of attacks. 
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Because of above inabilities and draw backs an IDS is required that complements firewall for 

complete protection or network security.  

We have analyzed several products, such as the Cisco, Juniper, Check Point and Snort (open 

source) products. These all products meet the basic security requirements and also provide extra 

functionalities as well. They compete each other on the basis of accuracy, detection methods, 

Operating system, user friendly interface, operational modes, modularity, ease of deployment, 

maximum throughput, number of concurrent sessions, cost and their security features. The Snort 

(open source IDS solution) product can handle limited amount of network traffic unlike the 

Cisco, Juniper and Check Point because it is software based solution. All products except Snort 

are implemented on ASICs (hardware) and have proprietary operating system, and meet the 

requirements of large size networks by providing high performance. Today all the IDS vendors 

have integrated an IDS with IPS known as IDPS (Intrusion Detection and Prevention System) 

that can provide active response after detecting an intrusion or attack. 

All the analyzed products provide similar functionalities but the selection of one best product 

among all depends on the size of the network, desired security needs and the allocated budget of 

an organization.  
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